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Introduction 

Violence done to persons and groups seems 
common today. The first two articles in this issue con
sider the cultural beliefs and practices that contribute to 
or offset the effects of violence in human lives. Goody 
begins with a discussion of the German term, 
"herrschaft," which is often employed in such broad 
senses as "political domination." But it carries within it 
the more specific meaning which concerns Goody -
male (herr) power (schaft). Male violence toward 
women, like political-military violence is justified in 
moral terms that result in acceptance of the doctrine
in-practice that "Might is Right." Culture and ideology 
enter the picture in terms of how the participants for
mulate the existing structures of domination as natural, 
inevitable, and moral. As Goody shows, there are 
striking cross-cultural similarities in the myths and 
belief systems which justify male dominance and 
render socially necessary, even to the women who are 
being dominated, the existing systems of power. 
Goody offers her analysis of sexual herrschaft as a 
model for understanding the dynamic relation between 
biological constraints and cultural systems. In many 
countries, the growth of social concern about family 
violence is giving rise to new institutions where 
women's situation can be examined and acted upon. 
Consequently, the dynamic between biology, culture, 
and beliefs that Goody discusses will reveal itself in 
new ways offering challenges to both science and 
social policy. Whether cultural changes can bring 
about equality, or simply change the conditions of 
domination as they have in the past, remains to be seen. 

A disturbingly large proportion of the world's 
children are growing up in disastrously dangerous 
environments of human design, characterized by 
violence, political repression, and war. Raija-1...eena 
Punarnaki reports on rare research involving such chil
dren. In the aftennath of World War II it was reported 
that while the stress of war is a major risk factor in 
children's development, war is often less hannful for 
child non-combatants than for their non-combatant 
parents (usually mothers). It is thought that the parents 
absorb the brunt of the pressure; so, children escape 
with less severe psychological consequences. The 
early research was speculative with respect to the 
mechanisms involved in the day to day processes of 
coping with military occupation, restricted mobility 
and freedom of expression, in addition to constant 
danger and fear. 

Punarnaki' s article addresses this while reporting 
on family processes and children's development 
among Palestinians living under Israeli occupation. 
Her methodology represents several layers of the • the • 
social system at one time as a means of tracing causal. 
influences within it. While some of the instruments • • 
used in the study can be questioned, the careful way in 
which they are assembled and interpreted lends author
ity to the conclusions. First, the classical conclusion 
that adults do indeed mediate the effects of conflict for 
children is substantiated, with a fuller picture of how 
difficult this. Second, there is evidence that an impor
tant cultural factor, ideology, can provide an intellec
tual framework that helps women to cope with 
conflict-induced social stress. 

The third article by Eliott Mordkowitz and Her
bert Ginsburg examines the cultural beliefs and prac
tices that promote academic success among Asian
American students. A key anchor in the discussion 
comes from the work of Harold Stevenson and h~s col
leagues claiming that there are no "basic advantages in 
cognitive aptitude" to be found among children of 
Asian background. From this starting point, Mord
kowitz and Ginsburg probe into the socialization fac
tors to conclude (a) that high achievement is not likely 
to be found as a consequence of specific parental 
teaching practices but (b) that an effective support sys
tem for academic achievement involves a combination 
of organizing massive amounts of practice, beliefs in 
the efficacy of hard work and the importance of school 
success. The conclusions of this kind of interview 
study are admittedly speculative. Remaining uncer
tainties should not be taken as criticism, but rather 
incitement to conduct more analytical comparative stu
dies to get at the factors involved. 

The three articles in this issue of the Newsletter 
offer a set of perspectives on the way that 
soci.al/structura]/political constraints and people's 
belief systems interact to maintain dominance, or to 
counteract it. One of the most sobering conclusions 
they suggest is that a central part of systems of domina
tion is a set of beliefs in which the victims accept the 
characterization of them promulgated by the victimiz
ers. Yet there is a hopeful side to the issue as well. The 
evidence suggests that where the belief systems and 
social organization of the home and community sup
port development and excellence, it occurs. The cru
cial issue is to create contexts that suppon self
detennination and foster their spread. 
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Why Must Might Be Right? 
Obseivations on Sexual Herrschaft 

Esther Goody 
Cambridge University 

The politics of sexual herrschaft is about control. 
This is very complicated politics because it emerges 
from the interaction of the consequences of biological 
differences between males and females, the conceptu
alization of these differences including the myths and 
ideologies formed around the concepts, and from the 
constraints of social institutions, particularly those 
linked to domestic and political roles. Each of these 
frames effects the others, and it is within this multi
dimensional field that individual men and women live 
and contend for control. No one frame can "explain" 
the patterns of control which emerge, since these are a 
product of their interaction. This circumstance also 
makes analysis difficult; the selection of one element to 
discuss implies i~ greater importance when this is not 
intended. To comment on these issues is also difficult 
because of the large amount of unusually high quality 
work already published. It is neither possible to do jus
tice to these studies in the space available, nor valid to 
ignore them. Of necessity major contributions and 
unresolved debates, proper subjects of essays in them
selves, are here relegated to footnotes. 

A basic learning mechanism for higher animals, 
including humans, is the reward/punishment complex 
studied by behavioural psychology.1 Our behaviour is 
constantly shaped by this learning organized around 
seeking gratification and avoiding pain. While this has 
obvious implications for childrearing and education 
generally, it is in fact also fundamental to social institu
tions. It is through rewarding conformity and the threat 
of negative sanctions that norms are established and 
maintained. Such sanctions need not be fonnal such as 
those embodied in courts and police. Evans-Pritchard 
wrote of Nuer social order being maintained by the 
threat of the feud (Evans-Pritchard, 1940). Yanomamo 
villages retain their autonomy by being feared as fierce 
and ready to attack others (Chagnon, 1968). Relations 
between street gangs in modern cities follow much the 
same lines (Keiser, 1969). There is thus at a basic 
level an association between force and the normative 
order. The polemics of modem governments seeking 
to justify massive overkill capacity are always framed 

in terms of defending the good (democracy/socialism) 
against the evil (capitalist/socialist) dictatorship. But 
of course this very relativity of who and what is right 
throws into high relief the danger of accepting the sim
ple equation Might = Right In simple societies there is 
generally a straightforward pattern: My people/descent 
group/village are right and we will fight to defend our
selves against your people/descent group/village who 
are our enemies because you are fighting us. Because 
you are our enemies you are wrong (and we are right). 

Individuals with ties to two hostile groups often 
act as go-betweens and mediators; or they may be 
caught between the two and seen as potential enemies 
by both. The moral element in such conflicts is some
times expressed in the idea of a duel, tournament or 
battle as an ordeal, with the victory going to those who 
have the Lord (i.e., morality) on their side. State sys
tems have evolved a wide variety of institutions for 
constraining open contests of strength within their 
boundaries, and for separating right (law) from 
whether one individual or his group is stronger than 
another. Significantly, at the level of relations between 
states (or in a civil w~. between the opposing sides) 
Might is still used as a measure of who is Right A 
successful coup or revolution is followed, eventually if 
not immediately, by the recognition by other nations of 
the new government. Winning a war results in the 
redrawing of boundaries, and the re-design of constitu
tions. The side which wins gets to make the new rules. 

However this paper is not about legal systems or 
national polities, but about the interaction between 
power and morality in relations between men and 
women. That these are not totally separate problems 
can be seen in the way in which many simple societies 
describe their origins in terms of the overthrow of the 
rule of women (see below). 

Paradoxes of Herrschaft at the Level of Social 
Structure 

Women, Levi-Strauss has shown, are objects of 
transactions by men (Levi-Strauss, 1969). In small 
traditional systems marriages were often based on the 
exchange of sisters between men, since because of 
incest conventions, men cannot marry their own sisters. 
In other societies, such exchanges were transformed to 
bridewealth transactions, in which a conventionally 
determined valuable was exchanged for rights to marry 
a kinswoman; the kinsman who received bridewealth 
could then exchange it with another family 
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for a bride for himself or his son. In more complex 
societies fathers sought prestigious suitors for their 
daughters with valuable dowries (Goody & Tambiah, 
1973). In many places it was accepted that men could 
seize wives in raids, or as the prizes of war, or as the 
prerequisites of slave ownership. But always it was 
men who transacted the rights to marry women and not 
the women themselves (although they might have some 
influence behind the scenes). The obvious question 
would seem to be, why in these many, many indepen
dent systems didn't women use the fact that their sex
ual and reproductive capacities were a valued resource, 
to take control over their own bodies and transact on 
their own account? For according to exchange theory, 
the party to a transaction who holds the greater 
resources, commands the greater power (Blau, 1968; 
Homans, 1958). Yet women yield this resource to 
men, who use it to gain wives, establish alliances 
between kin groups -- and determine the domestic des
tiny of the women themselves. Societies vary in the 
extent to which marriages are arranged by one or 
another of these institutions, but in no society do 
women transact in the marriages of men. 

The Marxist premise is that control over the 
means of production leads to economic power which is 
the ultimate basis for political power. Yet this equation 
does not seem to operate in the relationship between 
the sexual division of labour and economic and politi
cal power for women. In simple technology societies 
women tend to contribute heavily to subsistence: In 
most types of hunting and gathering systems it has 
been estimated that they provide well over 50% of sub
sistence consumption (Lee, 1968), while in the rudi
mentary agriculture of New Guinea, Amazonia, abori
ginal North America, and much of Africa, women were 
cultivators, and often produced most or all of the staple 
food (Friedl, 1975). Yet it is rare for women to hold 
positions of either economic or political authority in 
these societies. In foraging systems it is men who are 
hunters, although the supply of meat they provide is 
irregular and often small. However, meat, unlike gath
ered foods, serves as the basis for gifts and exchange 
outside of the domestic group and may be built into 
claims for wives as among the Tiwi of Australia (Hart 
& Pilling, 1960), or into systems of prestige and even 
office (as in the potlatch system of the Indians of the 
northwest coast of North America). Even in those sim
ple agricultural systems in which women do all the cul
tivating of staple foods (frequent in New Guinea, and 
in many societies in Africa and Amazonia) this gives 
them no claims on external economic roles or political 

office. It is always men who initially clear the land, 
and who construct and hold social ownership of land 
which gives them claims on the crops it bears (Friedl, 
1975). It thus cannot be argued that women hold less 
power and prestige because their absorption in bearing 
and rearing children has prevented them from contri
buting to subsistence production. On the contrary, they 
seem to be subordinate in many societies in spite of 
being the major subsistence producers (Kaberry, 1952). 
What seems to happen in these societies is that men's 
contribution to the division of labour is based on supe
rior strength, and possibly on the greater risk of injury 
or death. Both hunting and clearing of land are the 
basis of political and economic transactions between 
men in which women do not participate. These tran
sactions create a superstructure of power and authority 
roles that feeds back into the definition of male and 
female domestic roles, and the overall pattern of male 
dominance. As Rosaldo argued in her seminal paper 
(1974), the pre-occupation of women with childrearing 
and the domestic domain produces societal systems in 
which men hold legitimate authority and manage rela
tions between domestic groups. 

But the final paradox is that men, holding the 
dominant roles in the public sphere in virtually every 
society2, should find it necessary to label women's 
power, when it does emerge, as illegitimate and wrong. 
For in cosmologies, myths of origin, and beliefs about 
causes of misfortune, one repeatedly finds -that the 
subordination of women is their own fault; either 
women committed some original sin which doomed 
them to eternal inferiority, or it is in their nature as 
women to be in some way to blame, to be guilty, or 
evil, or simply stupid. This being so, men are "natur
ally" and "inevitably" dominant Such a coincidence 
between de facto distribution of power and beliefs 
about the nature of the world both serves to reinforce 
the position of the dominant and argues to the subordi
nated that they cannot change their situation. But of 
course it is not a coincidence. Why does Might claim 
to be Right? And why is this claim accepted by those 
whom it blames for their own subordination? 

In discussing the nature of social stratification, 
Beteille has argued (1983) that complex societies in 
which there is an ethic of equality are in fact faced 
with the reality of marked inequalities. They tend to 
respond by producing various rationalizations as to 
why some are better off and others disadvantaged, and 
these rationalizations tend to be based on some sort of 
supposed "natural order."3 This displaces the 
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responsibility for the reality of inequality from human 
beings to nature, which, since there is a very strong 
committment to the ideal of equality, is more comfort
able than having to accept that the contradiction has a 
human social basis. Beteille is concerned with social 
divisions, class and caste. But there are striking paral
lels in the ideological rationalizations of very diverse 
societies for the domination of men over women. The 
parallel occurs at two levels: First, in the elaborate 
ideologies which explain the origin and necessity for 
this dominance; and second, in the tracing of the cause 
to the "natural" attributes of women. There is also a 
third element which I suspect may appear in ideologies 
justifying socio-economic stratification. This is based 
on morality. Women are inferior because they have 
sinned, or are in essence sinful. This twist to the argu
ment allows men to feel not only superior, but righte
ous. The women brought it on themselves, and deserve 
to be punished. So one is forced to ask why should 
these ideologies legitimating dominance make the 
weaker also be guilty of some form of immorality? 
Why must Might also be Right? 

One could draw illustrative material for 
this pattern of the social construction of reality from a 
very wide range of historical and ethnographic exam
ples. I shall consider just a few cases in sufficient 
detail to make clear the culturally specific patterns and 
then return to the question of the underlying dynamic. 

South American Indians: Origin Myths and Con
trol of Women 

There are two strikingly similar complexes 
of South American Indian origin myths, both linked to 
male adolescent initiation, one from the extreme 
southeast of the continent, and the other from the tropi
cal forest area of the northwest Amazon and central 
Brazil. Bamberger has described these as "myths of 
matriarchy" and "myths about the Rule of Women" for 
they focus on an account of how women in the begin
ning controlled scared knowledge, and made men raise 
manioc, do the domestic work and take their orders 
(Bamberger, 1974). In other versions men originally 
were dominant, but women seized the sacred objects 
and took control. In both variants, the men attacked 
the women and gained (regained) control of the sacred 
objects, thus ensuring their control over women• s 
labour and their subservience and establishing the 
natural order of dominance which continues today. 
The Ona myth (Tierra del Fuego) described by Bridges 
on the basis of his own initiation (early 20th century) 
contains the main features of the set: 

In the days when all the forest was evergreen, 
... in the days when the Sun and Moon walked 
the earth as man and wife ... in those far off 
days witchcraft was known only by the women 
of Ona-land They kept their own particular 
lodge, which no man dared approach. The 
girls, as they neared womanhood, were 
instructed in the magic arts, learning how to 
bring sickness and even death to all those who 
displeased them. 

The men lived in abject fear and subjection. 
Certainly they had bows and arrows with which 
to supply the camp with meat, yet, they asked, 
what use were such weapons against witchcraft 
and sickness? As this tyranny of the women 
became worse, the men decided to kill off all 
the women; 'and there ensued a great massacre, 
from which not one woman escaped in human 
form.• After this debacle the men were forced 
to wait to replace their wives until young girl 
children matured. Meanwhile the question 
arose: how could men keep the upper hand 
now they had got it? One day, when these girl 
children reached maturity, they might band 
together and regain their old ascendancy. To 
forestall this, the men inaugurated a secret 
society of their own and banished forever the 
women's Lodge in which so many wicked plots 
had been hatched against them. No woman 
was allowed to come near the Hain (men's 
Lodge) on penalty of death ... (Quoted from 
Bridges, 1948, pp. 412-413 in Bamberger, 
1974, p. 270) 

From the Amazon Barasana Indians of a quite 
distinct culture area, Stephen Hugh-Jones recorded the 
following myth: · 

1. Romi Kumu's father, Poison Anaconda, told 
his sons to get up early and go down to the 
river to bathe, vomit water and play the He 
(sacred flutes). 
2. In the morning the sons stayed in bed but 
Romi Kumu got up early and went down to the 
river where she found the He. 
3. (Variant: the women/woman did not know 
what to do with the Yurupary (flutes). They put 
them over all the orifices of their bodies but not 
in their mouths. Finally a fish, jacunda (Creni
cichla sp.) showed them what to do by signal
ling with its big mouth.) 
4. The father was at first pleased when he 
heard the noise of He but when he saw his sons 
still asleep he realized what had happened and 
was very angry. 
5. The men ran down to the port but Romi 
Kumu had already gone, taking the He and all 
other sacred equipment of the men with her. 
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6. They chased after her, following the sound 
of the He, but each time they got near she ran 
off again. She walked along the rive.rs and one 
can still see her footprints (carved) on the rocks 
in the Pira-Pirana area. There the men caught 
up with her and took back the He and ritual 
equipment 
7. The men punished Romi Kwnu and the 
other women by making them menstruate. 
(Variant: When the women stole the Yurupary 
they talked a lot and were drunk. The men 
attacked the women and rammed the inslru
rnents up their vaginas.) 
8. When the women .stole the He from the men, 
the men became like women: they worked in 
the manioc gardens producing manioc, they had 
a bend in their forearms like women, and they 
menstruated. (S. Hugh-Jones, 1979, pp. 265-
266). 

Hugh-Jones comments that the version he has 
given here is: 

in some respects a 'weak' version: in most of 
the versions told to me it was statod that when 
the women were in possession of the He, the 
men did not merely cultivate manioc but were 
also subject to the political dominance of 
women. This theme of .social revolution in 
which women overthrow the power of men i.s 
common to all the versions of the Yurupary 
myth from the Vaupes-lncana region and i.s 
also widespread amongst the Indian groups of 
lowland South Amfrica. (S. Hugh-Jones, 1979, 
p. 127) 

Throughout the areas where these myths are the 
basis of the cosmology, explaining the power of the 
sacred flutes and and providing the basis for male ini
tiation, it is forbidden for women even to see the flutes, 
and transgression was punished by death. Whether this 
is accounted for by the women's original crimes 
(witchcraft, bringing disorder) or by the crime of 
usurping male power by stealing the ritual insb'uments 
and "contaminating their sacredness by viewing or 
touching them" t13amberger, 1974, p. 274), women are 
shown to be dangerous and bad. Women are described 
as lazy, insatiably curious, greedy, promiscuous, and 
unable to keep secrets. They are "naturally" this way, 
and thus incapable of holding power effectively. 
Hugh-Jones says that the Barasana believe that if 
women did see the sacred flutes they would come to 
have the same ritual knowledge and power as men, and 
there would be a period of chaos when people fought 
each other. It is to avoid this that women are kept 

away. In both the Amazonian and the Fuegian myths 
the theme of punishing the women is very clear. In the 
Ona myth all adult women are killed; in the Barasana 
myth they are subjected to gang rape and have the 
flutes rammed up their vaginas. And of course today 
punishment awaits any woman (or girl) who looks at 
the sacred flutes, or intrudes in the men's initiation ritu
als. The anchorage of this moral weakness in the 
natural order is also clear. The fact that women men
struate and that they are totally excluded from ritual 
knowledge "proves" that the myth is about the true 
relation between men and women. It is wrong for 
women to have either secular or ritual power; they 
were punished for talcing it once and will be punished 
again should they attempt to assert equality with men. 
This much is clear from the texts, and from the threats 
ensuring the continued exclusion of women from the 
rituals that accompany recitation of the myths. How
ever, Hugh-Jones does not consider that the Barasana 
see these as myths and rituals about morality: 

Sin, to me, smacks of a universal morality 
which seems to be lacking in Amazonia. 
Morality ill always contextually defined. I can 
think of no context in which women as a class 
are deemed sinful or immoral ... , I don't really 
think that women's .subordination is their own 
fault (except in the marginal sense of them fail
ing to win a battle for supernatural power). (S. 
Hugh-Jones, 1985) 

This highlights the need to distinguish between 
the actors' view (which Hugh-Jones expresses), and an 
analytical interpretation (on which he and I differ). For 
I would contend that at an analytical level the Barasana 
myth does describe punishment in the sense of "To 
afflict with pain, loss or suffering for a crime or fault" 
(Webster's Collegiate Dictionary) when it describes 
"failing to win a battle ... " as followed by "The men 
attacked the women and rammed the instruments (the 
sacred flutes) up their vaginas." (Hugh-Jones, 1979, p. 
266). In the other version Hugh-Jones gives, his trans
lation of the myth reads: "(7) The men punished Romi 
Kumu and the other women by making them mensb'u
ate" (p. 266). In the myth, then, the women's action in 
seizing the sacred flutes is explicitly judged as wrong 
in that the men are described as "punishing" the 
women by making them menstruate, This is a judge
ment on all women, as a class, since it is all women 
who must, forever afterwards, menstruate, and not just 
the few who seized the sacred flutes. Hugh-Jones' 
comment raises sharply the question of whether it is 
appropriate to speak of morality outside of the 
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framework of a universalistic ethic. His translation of 
the Barasana myth suggests that here, at least, it is 
necessary to find some way of expressing the idea of 
transgression and punishment But this also raises 
another question: What defined the action of the 
women as meriting punishment? His comment sug
gests that if the women had won the battle for superna
tural power instead of losing it, they would have not 
been in the wrong. At least they would not have been 
punished! It was winning, "Might" that defined who 
was "Right" Now an interesting common feature of 
both the Amazonian myths and the Ona myth is that 
when men decided to take the supernatural power away 
from women they were able to do so because they were 
stronger. This equation of dominant physical force and 
legitimacy is quite explicit. and it is further reinforced 
by the sanctions which maintain the now legitimate 
male dominance: If, today, women attempt to regain 
control over the supernatural sources of power, they 
will be raped or killed because the men are stronger 
and can do so. Significantly, here male force is linked 
to the nonnative social order. Men act together in 
defense of what (as the myths have demonstrated) is 
the correct distribution of power and authority. 

The Amazonian myths are, however, too rich to 
be reduced to a two-dimensional silhouette of force 
and morality. Accounts of Barasana myths {Hugh
Jones, 1979, 1985) and Mundurucu myths (R. Murphy, 
1958; Murphy & Murphy, 1974; Nadelson, 1981) 
emphasize that only women have the sacred power to 
reproduce humans. They are se.en by men as full of 
uncontrolled power -- to menstruate and to make 
babies -- both of which are not open to human control. 
Men fear this mystical power of women, which is seen 
as linked to their power to grow vegetable food, and 
feel that it threatens their secular control over politics, 
community relations and the women themselves. 
"Men have a neurosis about the insecurity of their con
trol and dominance over women" (Hugh-Jones, 1985). 
Sanday's probing study makes the same link between 
the reproductive powers of women, their critical 
influence over the growth of crops, and the fear and 
respect in which they are held by men {1981). And 
indeed, these myths are about this very fear. that 
women will cease to accept male domination and use 
their own kind of power to seize formal authority from 
men. In this connection Hugh-Jones writes: "I would 
read the myths as saying that it is only through their 
aggressive exertions that men came to have power" and 
of the Ona myth, "What the women did was to practice 
witchcraft (which men do today). What was amoral 

was that women [my ital] used such power, not the 
power itself' (Hugh-Jones, 1985). Men's fear of 
women's non-formal power seems to be a key theme in 
the wider problem of relations between force, legi
timacy and the denigration of women. 

Australian Aborigines: Origin Myths and Male Ini
tiation Rites 

Extended male initiation at puberty is even more 
central to Aboriginal society than foi;. the South Ameri
can Indian peoples. It typically involves a period of 
several weeks or even longer during which youths are 
taken by the men apart from the women, their mothers, 
and ritually "killed," taught sacred lore, and finally 
"reborn" as men. The rituals are performed to a mythi
cal score which gives symbolic, and sometimes explicit 
meaning to what is taking place. There se.em to be two 
basic variants of these myths, both of which provide a 
model for the killing and rebirth of the youths. In the 
first, for which Warner's account of the Mumgin myth 
serves as a paradigmatic example (Warner, 1937, pp. 
250-259),4 two women, one pregnant, the other with a 
child, both by incestuous unions, wander over the earth 
giving names to plants, animals and natural features. 
The women pollute a sacred water hole with the blood 
of childbirth and menstruation, which insults the great 
Yurlunggur serpent who emerges to swallow the 
women and their sons. Later the serpent regurgitates 
them into an ants' nest where the stings revive them. 
In the second variant a woman (two) is entrusted with 
the care of {her/others') children but eats them. When 
the men discover what has happened they kill the 
women and find ritual means to revive their sons. The 
following Murinbata myth associated with the Punji 
rite (recorded by Stanner) provides an example: 

The people said to Mutingga, the Old Woman: 
'We shall leave the children with you while we 
find honey; you look after them.• She agreed. 
and the people went off to hunL After the chil
dren had bathed, they settled down to sleep 
near her. Bringing one close on the pretext of 
looking for lice, she swallowed it. Then she 
swallowed the others, ten altogether, and lefL 

A man and his wife returned to the camp for 
water and realized what must have happened. 
They gave the alarm, and the others came back. 
Ten men set off in pursuit and eventually over
took Mutingga crawling along a river bed. A 
left-handed man speared her through the legs 
and a right-handed man broke her neck with a 
club. Then they cut her belly open and found 
the children still alive in her womb. They had 
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not gone where the excrement is. The men 
cleaned and adorned the children and took them 
back to the camp. Their mothers cried with joy 
on seeing them and hit themselves until the 
blood flowed. (Stanner, 1959-63, pp. 40-42, 
quoted in Hiatt, 1975, p. 151). 

There are many themes in these myths and the 
associated initiation rituals.5 However, the one I wish 
to stress here is that in both forms of myth which pro
vide charters for the adol~ent initiation ceremonies, 
women are punished for abominable behaviour -- pol
lution of sacred sites, incest, cannibalism -- and in 
addition to the actual culprits being killed, all women 
are subsequently and forever deprived of control of 
their adult sons. That is (1) women are punished 
because they are/were evil; and (2) the initiation of 
their sons by men and the complete exclusion of 
women from this ritual which forms the basis of sacred 
knowledge serves to deprive women of the possibility 
of aligning their sons with them against their fathers. 
There is here a double sense in which women cause 
trouble, first by failing to respect the rules of decent 
society (against pollution, incest, cannibalism), and 
second by trying to seize power through their sons. 
Obviously, women can't be trusted (Hiatt, 1975, p. 
156). 

As further versions are recorded and analyzed 
the Wawilak myth emerges as even more rich and 
complex. Knight has recently argued that there are two 
different "messages" in this myth: In one the serpent 
represents the force of male dominance which controls 
women, and represents a phallus, male rule and possi
ble rape. The two sisters pollute a male sacred site and 
are sexually punished as a result. "This is certainly the 
story which the women are supposed to swallow and it 
is also the message which most social anthropologists 
appear to have accepted more or less at face value" 
(1983, p. 25). However, there is another "inner" mes
sage according to Knight's analysis, for he contends 
that the myth conveys different messages to the unini
tiated -- women and children -- and to the initiated -
men. The message for the initiated men is that the 
women have tremendous power, through menstruation 
and the ability to bear children, and that they must be 
kept in ignorance of this power, and under control by 
men. Women are doubly dangerous, because of lhe 
potency of their blood and reproductive activity as 
individual women, and because if they realized their 
power they might act together, as men do, seize men's 
ritual and secular power, and reverse the entire natural 
order of male dominance. 

To return to herrschaft and the problem of evil, 
perhaps it is precisely because men fear this reproduc
tive potency women have as a source of power greater 
than their own that myths portray women as unfit to 
hold socially significant power. This has been per
suasively argued at the level of individual psycho
dynamics by B. and J. W. M. Whiting (1965, 1975) 
and Y. and R. F. Murphy (1914): Each male needs to 
deny his childhood dependence on an identification 
with his mother, i.e., her overwhelming power; myth 
and ritual support this denial and establish adult male 
identity on the basis of "natural" and supernatural dom
inance of men over women. 

This combination of myths about the overthrow 
of women• s power in which women are punished for 
wrong or dangerous behaviour, and where there is also 
evidence that men greatly fear and respect women's 
reproductive power, occurs widely in aboriginal South 
America and Australia, and both Hugh-Jones and Hiatt 
comment on the strong parallels with New Guinea 
material.6 Why should men in these societies particu
larly need to buttress their mail identity and authority 
with myth and initiation ritual and the moral discredit
ing of women? La Fontaine suggests that these are 
societies in which there is very little institutionalized 
male hierarchy, but constant competition among men 
for pre-eminence (1985). In other words, control over 
women's power becomes the focus of fear, myth and 
ritual when dominance between men is unstructured, 
and therefore contested. This view parallels closely the 
picture which emerges from a consideration of witch
craft in Africa. 

Arrican Witchcraft 

There are two main models for African witch
craft patterns. One is the evil witch who kills and 
injures relatives, including her own children, from mal
ice, jealousy and greed, or because of blood debts to 
the coven. The second is the socially responsible witch 
who uses mystical powers in defense of the group, 
often to repel attacks by evil witches. Tiv elders, 
Azande princes and Ganja chiefs are all "known" to be 
"good" witches in this sense. Now clearly it is not pos
sible to use (mystical) power on behalf of the commun
ity unless one is recognized as acting on behalf of the 
community. Thus Azande commoners were accused of 
witchcraft and required to renounce the attack: on a par
ticular victim, but princes were not accused in this 
way.7 
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In West African traditional societies, when seri
ous illness, misfortune or death occurs, a diviner is 
consulted to discover the cause and what may be done. 
If the verdict was that an evil witch was responsible 
there were in pre-Colonial times sevmd forms of coun
teraction possible. One was an ordeal which killed the 
guilty and exonerated the innocent Another (still com
mon) was to place the person under the control of a 
shrine believed to be mystically powerful enough to 
turn the atlacks against the witch herself. Sometimes 
there was a f onn of judicial process followed by driv
ing the witch out of the community, or by execution. 8 

Significantly, the forms of ordeal (throwing a bound 
witch into • the river; reaching into boiling oil) and 
forms of execution (burning alive) resemble strongly 
medieval European practices. Few can have survived. 
the ordeals and the manner of the witches' deaths 
clearly represents exaction of vengeance against a 
feared and hated enemy. 

When I began fieldwork in Gonja (northern 
Ghana) I had no intention of studying witchcraft, but 
was forced to respond to the deep concern of the peo
ple themselves to what was for them a constant threat 
The picture which emerged was of men who boasted of 
being witches -- and were therefore powerful and to be 
feared and given way to; and of women who were 
terrified of being accused of witchcraft, since it meant 
at best ostracism or flight from their home village, and 
possible death. These were not imaginary fears. I was 
involved, as bystander, witness, and in one case unwit
ting cause of a jealous attack, in many witchcraft 
incidents. All of those defined as evil (libi), in that 
they led to direct accusations and to counteraction, 
concerned women witches. I began to ask the women: 
"Why is it women who are bad witches?" (For women 
accuse each other, along with the men; bad witches are 
seen as a threat to all.) "Because," they said, "we are 
evil." And they went on to recount the various anti
social feelings which they knew themselves to have: 
jealousy of co-wives, and co-wives' children, resent
ment of neglectful husbands, anger against kin for 
favouring others or for not supporting them. The inev
itable strains of social interdependency are here attri• 
buted to women, as part of their "nature"; women are 
likely to have evil feelings and motives, they are bad 
witches because of their feelings and motives, and the 
fact that they are identified in divination as responsible 
for illness and death "proves" them as evil. (See E. N. 
Goody, 1970)9 

On the other hand, men in positions of political 
and often ritual power are "known" to be witches. 
They may boast of these powers in claiming rights to 
office, and competition for office may be carried out 
partly on the level of (assertions oO mystical atlack and 
counterattack. Thus the Ganja say that no man can 
succeed in becoming chief unless he is a strong witch, 
and when a chief dies it is assumed that a rival's witch
craft overcame his own. My records of witchcraft 
episodes linked to men include attribution in gossip of 
specific deaths within the community to chiefs and to 
Muslim scholars. But no direct accusations were 
made, and no counteraction taken against them. These 
chiefly witches are not "evil." They are believed to 
need strong mystical powers to defend their people 
against the attacks of evil witches, both outside and 
within the community. Similarly, in Tiv society, which 
has no formal political offices, the elders are believed 
to meet at night as witches and may even sometimes 
kill and eat a member of their own lineage in order to 
maintain their powers of defense against outside attack 
(Bohannan & Bohannan, 1953). The striking thing 
about male witches in these societies is that there is no 
attempt to say that they do not use the same forms of 
mystical aggression (mystical poison, invisible arrows 
that travel many miles to seek their target, 10 the power 
to change shape, etc.) as those for which evil witches 
are blamed and killed. But when these forms of mysti
cal aggression are used, they are seen as attributes of 
office, or the sttuggle for office, and become a source 
of reputation and legitimate political power. 

In these societies mystical aggressive powers 
used by men are proof of political authority; used by 
women they are frightening, dangerous, and so evil 
that they lead to the execution of the female witch by 
methods that are in many cases extremely sadistic. 11 

There are also African societies in which male witches 
are feared and become the object of counteraction. In 
Azande, male commoners, i.e., those who do not hold 
legitimating positions in the political system, are 
required to blow on a chicken wing as proof that they 
will cease their attacks. However, it is striking that 
Azande male witches were not, apparently exiled or 
executed, even when they were thought responsible for 
a death. Rather, counter witchcraft was used against 
them -- the battle played out on the mystical plane. 

There is another very interesting set of societies 
in which mystical powers are sometimes legitimate and 
sometimes not. These tend to be systems in which 
lineage office exists, but is weakly developed; lineage 
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heads ~-,recognized, ~dh~y- have, quite. specific 
powers over junjorJineage n:tem~. including controL
over _ critical : economic resources .. J However, the pro, ' 
cess. of succession to theseJineage. offices is linkecf to -
lineageJission. and. thus· giv~ rise :to, regular succes:-:.: ,_ 
sion .· crises (Cewa, Lugb;ira); Accusations of, witch~ . 
craft ten~ to focus .on competitors for lineage authority •. : 
Hete,'to accuse a man of witchcraft is to accuse him of:· 
illegitimate mystical attack, and thus: to . dispute his. ; 
rlghJ to the contested .office,,and-jndew,, his. right; to;, 
split,.the lineage. , Where· mysticaLpowers are cone 

. ' 
sidered legitimate, as in the jnvocation by_ the head of ,_ 
the Lugbara family cluster. of.the ·ghosts. of. his pant-:,· 
lineal ancestors,· it, is-not_ categorized.-. as witchcraft ~~·-· 
although Lugbara 0t1se-the same word .(ole) fot both 
ghost .in~ocation and . Witchcrafl ~-~ Si~ificantly, the;: 
close followers of a man_ accused of.witchcraft may.not.,· 
define his actions as witchcraft aull, and thus can con- : 
tinue, to, support .. their candidate (Lugbara). In, these .. 
societies witch~t· itself is .evil, and. what is at issue is.' 
whether a given, act is an .expression ,of-witchcraft 
powers (evil) or of legitimate authority (strong/good) .. 

•,, >: If we map the male/female dichotomy. ont~Uhe 
distinction ~tween e~iland good mystical powerl!,_and,
see these.in rela~on to.the holding o( office, .the qiodel:, 
is roughly: , .. · 

W o~en '; , ~•fo offic;es; : . , • ,. 
__ ... · _evil witchcraft; ·, .. -~ . : 

severe punisti~ent. : , _(.• 

Men (i) Succession. to office_ w_eakly defined, linked 
to lineage .fission. ·Mystical aggr~ion used 

.. _in competition .. for power .is situati<mally • ' ' 

.defined; "witchraft" is evil. 

Men :(ii) . Clearly defined offices; political system not 
,, .i, .-:based-on, lineages., Male_ officials expect to 

,_,, ., ,, .. :usernystic.al po:wer.:Witchcraft in competi~
. : ·:,. lion Jor.ofti.ce = fair fighting ... 

; 

, , , The ~derlying .-pattern .here seems to be .. that 
holders. · of .clearly legitimate . authority: .can -.11se 
dangerous. powers safely. because there is. a. structural _. 
assumption. (the legitimacy; of o(fice) that tbey are-_act-.. 
ing in the public good. J[ those who· are _competing for .. : 
power in ·a fluid system use dangerous (mystical) 
weapons, • their allies .will f;onsidet. this. evidence of 
strength,-and, fair, but their enemies. will. consider it 
wicked and anti-social. , The position of women is par~ 
ticµlarly interesting here,· because . there are. very , few 

situations, -i,n_ . whic_h,-: :anyo~; ,,cpn~de~'. tl)eil'._: qse of 
dangerous: (mysti~al) po:wef as, ev.idem::~;.of _legi_ti,ma~o 
strength u~ for:the.SPCi~ gOQd.,:iOn;-the,con.tntrJ,,·.) 
they ri_sk-l,eing,brandedasevil-_.:wi~1Jes.,,Q.ile,r::,r•_ex~1Hf 
tion~.· :.· '· ·;.,.~t!' •~ L~·l'.-•;· •..•. ~.:_;i~~-;-i;:i;~r:~•/ .• _:•--~n-.~ i~i ::::1f,;.:· ~n~:.i~h 

• ,, i 1·c<. ,{ ·tr-<·-_•:· ~.-.J•-~;_··{ ;"~··:, .:.(_- ... - .: l} ~-·~J.:jl,~;i-•,>,;;~ .n~:/J)S,V).~ 

! . , . Although ,Gonja, obyioµsly0 ~~n.~ ,-0qly }ln~g 
kind of African, ·syl!tem; it js a, parti.cul.arlY(:•inwesting, 1 i 

case ;for. the present pro.blem ~use;thc;r.e.~::a,fe.~11-
political-and riwal. offi~ Jor: woroep.,t• The-;mP<ieJ, fQ(; i 

the .legitimacy. of.-mal~ mystical: po_wqr,s.ugg~ts· ~:i 

women holding • offi~ ,,shpgl~-~ •. elthei:, f,J:(l,e ~tQ,,"1~1l 

mystici:tl .po1Y~. legi~mately; cu;,~ps~elt.WC.~: no.t~~::: 
need. it.!, H;Qweyer,, ~,i matez:iiu. 11hows.,1pl~Iy ~N . 
offic:e-holdi{lg .womeq -~ ~wetimes;thought tq ha.YJ':1~ 
kill~ with .wl~hcraft ... Wh~ tl.1~,tµlppel}ed,they._,were,, 
ostracized and .territied, ,·but wei::e. noi kille(j, (th<>11gh; thiiw 
wasJn the 1%()s,when exec:11tions for.,witchci:aft-•ha~b 
been pre~ented for 50 years). While ,the,ir;off.\ce.s ~Y ,1 
have cushioned them from the full force of counterac
tion. against, ,eviL witcti~ ..... th,ey c;learJy ~d:.:.n.ot gain 
strength ,and poli~C,al legitimacy,froni~ipg. r~o~ZQ.(.1.:) 
as witches, as-male,,c,fqcials-: stj,U :49,.tQ<Jay.~,.,,;F;orf,
women, .then,·the strµ~tural assumptio~ <.>UegiUi:i;iacy,,; 
provided.by offi~,d.oes not:_\111:>r~,; Ii:i:Gonja.,:WQq:t.ePi 
who, use my$tical powet .IP'.C eyjl,,wh~tev~ .thC}i(, P9$,l.:-,1 
tion in the politico•jural .structure .... It is ;is, ,~Qµgh :,neo1·l 
may-use.my&ti~.power .safelyi( they,mlyeJh~. rig~t;,1 
position -i,l a :P0U~cal _strw:ture ~t,defu!.e$·JlU_tl)ppty;; 
roles and -~uccession,te> _these, cte.arJy. ·, It_ j$,w,ul&Cl'.QU;S,1 
for men to usq, i:nystic:al _power. (\1/.hiqh ),s. 9(:_g)u.rse1i 
diffiqilt t,o observe and_ co,n,trol). wpere ili.,e poijq~. sy~r;J 
teIJl. itse.If ~ ;loosely·. s~c:~ ,. and). conmetjtiQJ);i 
betw:een_men.for power .th,r~s. t,he.s~~ility 9fc~~:! 
stituent elemeQ.~, of th,e sys~m> : Th.is leads ;l9 ;Situa:;:i 
tional legitim,acy: .. "The ancestors ,·are; acting for(;us; • 
You ~.using witchcrafl",:B.u~,th~ ,are ,vll."luallyt.l!<h 
condi_tions pf.structural legitimacy: .~t permit. w:ome:n., 
to use mystical power. T~e same: logic:-wmM argue•:
that, in som~_ way for women.,tl> be.;allow~: mystic.~,, 
power a/ways.is-experienced as. tlµ-eateniij·g tQ tti~,sta~i . 
bilityofthesociety._,.:,; ;_! •. :·.,;,:,: ri:11.->_,u ~'.; 1nom 

'. ;·~co -~:,:,~~i-~, ~-.:·;= E1 ... '.: '. •• .i•:-·1 ·ic:~ ·:n ~-t·_;:~·itJ ?-~J~:1;~'._-:·/~j 

: :: .. MQst African soci~lies .~m._nQt ;o haye:_m)1.b$:i 
of.origin which justify ,tlie,sµbQra.inalion __ ,of \YOffiel,l;Jl$l 
do tho~ q_f Sop.th, ~er,ica. an~-the ;Aµsf;raliap; a_borigb ! 
nais.:.However. the_~i:vation of-tlte:legil,ima~ QSC;Of: 

mystical ,po:wcr :for 111en::-and. tl)e_ hysJerm ~um,µndiJJg 1 
tbe evU, .witc~cr~t of i worn~. ;'4frle,$. much. tli{t$1Pl~ l 
underlying message. Women cannot hold JcgiQIJ.14~) 
power; women who try to exercise power are evil.14 
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~?/i. 1: ·_:-~,; .. tJ .f:·~ (; 'i:\ i·-·•,;·r.~·;.::r.~~---i~_:, ,_;•, i:~ ··; .:~~----.-

From the ~:xampl~:c~msjaered,so.far ,;-,Sout.ti -
J\me~c~Jn!U~~ •. }r.l,ISµaji~.~rigin~; Afrjcan tribes., 
-~, jt)nigh,t ~;-~t ~t .is only_ pre:l~ter~,-$111all~scale< 
srx;ic;IA~.Jl; wbii;;~,tp~jd~lo.µof.legiPfll.ate po:wer _ was : 
based on the premise that women are originaj.ly orJuq~• . 
damentally anti-social or evil, and therefore, neces
satjly)~7-~lq<1¢ iID>ffi '1.~tl?,pJ:it}I o~i!ieJ>( me. domestic 
domajtt.,,S,m-~iY-;the mQsi 'Vi.d-e~Y.~~ina~fl\y,th ~f, 
tW:s.~~ if th/lt.qf ~ ~µ~~<H:;htjstii¥.I. ~µOQ~·:As;ill~, 
seg~qt},n ~,~~pf G:en~is, 9g: ~,~ii!,t,l:i w,iy of c;i:~~, 
tiQ~.~ ffiad~,lllJµt1 ~ ~~i.O~)rnage,:an<\;put,.~i,rn Jn .. 
~i~1:t,ofc~~ .. lQ.~_f9.r,i~ oo.inq1J_ishif.lg )ljm, 110t; 
l9,AA~,o( d\~tre;-ofr~OJ!'Jedge, pf;g~ aaj_eyµ. ,J;he°' \ 
~i~g .~ ~~:~1)'(8,$,1alp11~.,Jl~.,~Jc <me. p(Jl-~s ribs: 
apd:,IJ)~e-ia,,W~;lilS,-:;~ IJ.elp,11Ja~ f9r,.~im,\1 M.an,·i 
wb9. hAA,nan;ied ·1µ~ ,t!te1 ~r~~ ,QP4; l!act q~ted. ,th,en.: 
~~ m~(~~lPIJll:lm,·flYOlllari~l~µse:she Wa.$J{lkCQ; 
O.!,lt,Qf ~P,lJl\"1: ITT~J?.);i~/ls.~!z;'. frqll);-ij,~J>i)sh).,1 ,-llut th~ : 
~pt,.~~ :wa.,,;ll}QI'y.:SUptl; ~. ~Yd~m~_,9t tf1e,, 
'Y.U<\ i;~tu.r~,G.aj,~~d,"1ade.dM4.,ijyq ~at.rioJJJing,_, 
~::WQ~ldJia~ .t():~~·,if ~<tAfe ,ll,l~.fort,i<l;deµ frµit, i 
~9~ Jlm~.,~ ~~~;a~li~~rwP\IA<t~91:r:i~ )~~.,Qo4,:~,0.W::, 
ing1gq()d;~~:~ril~.,~o ,;r~. ,Vl~.Jeptpr¢ •. ~4 ,she,WPk1_ 

~-·~it,.~\a~, an4 sM-.al~ &1:1re.:(591,11e ,"?. ~~ p~~,, 
b?IJ,<.1: ~~-~ .a~1.;;~;p;ie9 th!r_,t:y~ s,(,J>qw,~~~,g~~., 1. 

~J~~)'.:,~~ ,t,fler.::"W.~r~ .~e4: ia,n4. ~Y- $eVf~r ~g .• 
l~y~s -~ge_tP~; ~d· imtck.:., the~~lv~-~ror,is'.'(thus, ~~-. 
bF,~n~pg_:9fpil.~)-: ,M~9~ p1,111~~ ~~ s~.t.; 
aru:q:1:,ve,and1~•;:•,~,•,·!,,-,_,, Y: ,_,:·_, ~- ·'").,-.,,-: '. :·; :. :_· 

}~Jt; ·:-·1-.'-~ 
1
··.-·f~.:,:_1~l"j( :~·~~ \; •>"••, t~,:_;:;,'•·'· . : • f.: >-

Eve's punishment was )J1.at alth9µgh ,s.he,_'r\fiU ... 
bear children in suffering, yei "her ·desire shall be for 
hq: ,~~~~,,®~ 1~C:. ~1-llll~ ~".~~ h~." ,A~.'~ pun
isJm:ten; ,w~ .~Wal: toi_~ .to ,~est ~ly ~<:>04 fr.!:>m _tpe , 
.h .. ~Q. fpf,9.1:K,l dc9;vt\hw,.Jw,m1th~ gll(dyn, Qf,Eq~~ : 
"~~\ ).Ip put, f qph:}1~, ban~,~~ . t.alq.pw,,o, Qf. thy.~~ J/fo 
lU:~r-~~,e,at:!~~P,V~_fp~y~~t -(Q~~~f f;,3), .',, ·. 

r~ .'U\ ·.•fi,:)t.-r-: :·.il/;i.:!~--~ ~c\\; /:·!·.~ ·: · -, ... r•i .:·~!-. ,:.-'-~ >; ~:1 ~r1 •::··! 

'.N: 1.M ~t~S041!t!s)~e~, ;µ~!Y, ,;ve .w,as, ~Y·t 
c~ Qf.~ J~. -~ ~ufferi.n~ .of,_,m~'1,~d;:wC>~~•l, 
~~,ffl~.~stffie<:1_,19;too,,su~tl~.~11t!. ~d,tlle,n 1~.; 
ht~~);W~~4 .. a$,~Y'.,'~f~P~~ ,his cli,so~~n~.19- ·• 
q~ ;\)Y,,~~y!n,t;~Jr~,-~°';n~ )VJ¾>m thou gayest JO i):e;. 
wil:h-.¥.1~• ~~•;g;t~f;'P-~J>f .~~---~•i~P 1,.~cl.,~~ :; ~~-: 
~~~ibe~~--O~,an4,bi~Jttjltures,,is,qo_Htrol\,.~is,; 
p~~¢1t<?r,,~bef.li~~~~)'-,tpi~ aJtd.,~PU~icm, f!'0pt: ! 

~~~; -\~':~ Js:.Woi~~e4,i~or.)~ing.JQO~is,h .. ,a,µj,,4i~-,'., 
~~t,,.iwd,p~ced..und~ lh~:,c9ntrot(?f,D,1~. S'1P:'!"~;
the cause of the onginal siQ because she ,acted inde~-:, 
dently, W1der the control of neither maii nor God: • 

God's -~Qn,.for dqving,,th~rn (rom );:Qert.islth,i;, fear 
tltat: they may, having kr\Qwle4ge; '.~SQ ~t,of.tlt~ ,tree.of J 
life, thus-gaining ,h1;1mortality;-~ ,w~U: :Silwe_JJl.an .WM,. 
made in the.image o(Ood: m~ti,a1ly1: with·.Jmowl®gi,i 
an.4 _lll)mprtali.ty ,.i!W,,there woµldJ>e:,~- di_ffer~ne&;:, 
between man_ and. -0:¢,·. and :n.o,wssibilit.Y -torr Oo.d ,tp,, 
C<>ntrol:m~{or~an/wQman?).'.,;:·, \ ;-)'.'•i;,:',):_,,,,q '!')I! ):id 

,,; ) .JJqt Qotic<; ~ in ,th!;l·Je;Xt:that,.~s c:;q~~-OOWll,lQ;; 
~ _in ~:u:~)ible, -while;,OQCI, fesJJQnds, tQ: this,~be4i::ri 
ei:i,ce by driving .man O,Ul:ofthe,garden ;Of1Epeni,'!0:Qd.') 
sem him forth -from. tl),e;P,nlt;-n ;Of Eden_,,,.,, ~i.dJQve out.. 
the. man~ -·~·,) h¥, plac,es_,,pi~ui,ifj.rnlly ;in AAntrQh 0{1; 
women, k, S~day II.Otes :!fl, ~r,-sµm$ting, essay10lli, 
theJorqiation, of th~ ,Quis,-iall:;U:~Ji911 {lQ&J;,Epjlc►,:i: 
gue), later:, ,Christian,. -writers-JP<>~. ,up ;;this-i tlteJll~ ~di! 
were . r,no~ ~xplicit.. "Jn ,a. Jet~FfP,, :fimotlly ::; ,l>.~ul'.:~ 
3 'f-1<?!1,~~~-~-Ji,'.~. ·;\~ .(. ·;;•,.··.~~I: r ;·_:" j:~fi'i \):t,') 4_1~:~r~· .. ::)d 

: , , • ·'" .;, • , •., ". '. , ,- ' • '·. : .• • • - ••• ' . ,·,. ,, • ·- '\ ! ~ ,. t' '"'j ·•·1~'\i 0 

• • ' ·' Let a woman· learn' in silence with full' submis-'' ·' ' ' : 
"' .,' Jsiv¢rtes;: I oo:not·j)jlow'any wdrrimiki 'teach or ;,,,,,;;.it, 
,.· .·.!-.to' exercise' .authority :over .. a:man;: she ·is; u,,-,-1 n·,AI 
:•;: ~-·,remBU1 ,si,Ftt.,foriAd~,~~ .foi;rn~,~st,,_an4, ·,i,: .,,:'i 

::_i: ' 1ti:liv~1b~¥4thr:=~t1~ -,1:J:f,i, ,•;i ·;,'. 
t. :.intri's

0

ii1.' .... (fTiinothf2:'il-14).' ·,,J _;:\/~;': .~i:'.:;;~:}i;'/; 

And Paul wrote the Corinthians: "But I want you to 
understand thaNri 1the :head of every,' man1 isJ!tirist;'1ilie' X 
head of woman is her husband and the head of Christ is 
God" (l: Corinthians <11. :; , 3);c:while: :e1sewhere:1 m the 
New Testament it 'itr'simply writterl, -~Let the; wife-sei? 
that she fearher·husband."->-:/ 1 ; i; •.' .. 'it;;;-';1 o·:.:-,,l ·-::;d 

::·1 i'1l i,:•::r·:---:;• r,:1 :,·,) ~~! ;': ::;' ~·~ i\ .'_:~);.·J~~1d:nJ 1·:,ri·;;·\ r:~:/i~t1; 

: ,-;,_R~ll ·91.l,,regl~tly[;di$;cqve,:¢ Jinpstj,(: .~~~;; 
s11gg~ts .. th~.~. strQng , ll'J;~u~ine:-d91njl)ap~; Pfr-itl)e. ') 
eslllb,lisfl~: ~ew: .T~U!Jner:1~:,;WPS·· oriJY1,:acJ:i~v~~:l;"by,n 
s11pp~sµig,, ~~ ,te~~. :. llll~ ,~~-' 4e~Jwg,, ~ti 
Mag~~e fl'Qm. the .s.tai1,1~ of1~~ip~ .,le!, ~i¥~ .fQlrr:J 
Iqw~ . .(~e;, 0Qspel,.Qfi PJ1Jlip,. ~~. gospe1;;9f,~,.Jp.·.i 
Pag~l~. _ 19,79)~, -Jhe i:e,latiye_ eg~i~i$,!A,Q( th~ O.n~~,L 
tics, who ,a;llo~¢_y.,:o~en J<:i: rea4 ,th.e ~P~Si ~~ 
preach in religious services and to,conduc;t;f:i.LI.IW§,,~~J 
fiercely contested by the orthodox Christians. The 
No.~,Afri~_.tlit9logi,;m,,Te,tul~ .(~-;,~9.9 AD), con
sidered. µi(} re,ligi9µ$: ac.~_vjties Qf ;~Olll.~1, M,1Pf18,;tlJtk1 
G_no,~tjcs:~--~tj.pn~ Qf, h,ereti~.,: By .th~-~~~)~~<l..c~mt · 
tury, "Orthodox Christians came m._ac,_<;ep;Jl\e;'101J1jM:-..-J 
tiqn , c;if: men . o.v,~r,,wom,en; ~ Jl~e,, pro~(,J;~;IX\~giyen -
o~~-~~:-: n.otoq}y ~or. theJ1µ.ll_l~,:~~ .. ~~J1t.W.~ .forJf-!e,~; 
(internal hierarchy) of the Christian churches.".-(P.ag~ls,,, 
quoted in Sanday, 1981, p. 229). 



Christianity, then, has taken the Genesis myth of 
Eve's foolishness, guile and original sin (she ate the 
apple first), as a charter for firmly legitimating the con
trol of a wife by her husband, and of women by men 
(as in the organization of the churches). For a brief 
moment Eve had knowledge and JX)wer equal to God's 
but her possession of them was the supreme sin, and 
the cause of all subsequent human suffering. This 
absolves both man ("The woman whom thou gavest to 
me, she gave me of the tree and I did eat") and God 
("Because you have listened to the voice of your wife 
... "). But the early Christians seem to have reenacted 
the scenario, as the emerging orthodoxy and hierarchy 
of church authority excluded women from any role in 
the conduct of religious observances, and relegated 
them again to the authority of their husbands. From 
sharing in the conduct of the new religion, women 
became only objects of control, by conscience, by 
priests, and of course, by their husbands who con
ducted the family services (e.g., Morgan, 1944). It has 
been persuam.vely argued that the linking in Christian 
teachings through the centuries of legitimate authority 
of husband over wife to Eve's betrayal has formed the 
implicit basis for our attitudes today (Dobash & 
Dobash, 1979). 

lntt!rpreting the "Mes.sages" ofldeology 

There is a striking parallel in the nature of Eve's 
sin -- which gave humans • kJ:)owledge that ought to 
have been reserved for God ~- with the South Ameri
can myths which tell of the time when women con
trolled ritual knowledge (which had to be rescued from 
them), and in a somewhat different way with the Afri
can premise that women who have mystical knowledge 
of witchcraft must be using it for evil. What is por
trayed as dangerous is the possession of knowledge by 
those who ought to be subordinate. Clearly knowledge 
is power. And significantly, it is power which does not 
depend on physical strength, so that if women control 
knowledge this would challenge the physical adyan
tage men hold. 

In looking at the relationship between domina
tion and ideology it is useful to distinguish between: 
- the current function of ideology in relation to existing 
patterns of domination. 
- how an ideology comes to be formulated. (Preliterate 
cases must be treated separately from those in literate 
societies.) 

- how an ideology comes to be institutionalized -
made "official" (i.e., encapsulated in myth, or made the 
basis for public justification of action). 
Each of these is a separate, and major, problem. They 
are set out here, not because it is presumed to resolve 
them, but to avoid confusing the comments relevant to 
different ones. • • 

The contemporary functions of this sort of idool
ogy, once it is established, are clear. It serves to justify 
and to reinforce the domination of men in several 
ways: (1) It means that in a given relationship domina
tion is not an individual, arbitrary control, nor, often, is 
it seen as the way of a particular community or society. 
It is pre-ordained, "natural," "the will of God" (Ortner, 
1974; Ortner & Whitehead, 1981; Beteille, 1983; (2) It 
is thus impossible to conceive of altering the balance of 
power. This is so in a very literal sense -- it is impossi
ble to think otherwise. The conceptual tools and prem
ises preempt alternative formulations; (3) For those 
who are dominated it leads to • acquiescence, to the 
acceptance of the inevitable, and quite possibly to less 
resentment and pain than if de facto domination were 
combined with an ideology of equality. This would be 
a clear example of what Beteille has called a dishar
monic system (1983); (4) Very probably less actual. 
power differential is necessary to maintain dominance • 
where it is reinforced in this way by an idoology (bar-· 
manic system) than when it is not (disharmonic sys
tem): (5) Other, more specific functions can be worked· 
out for particular cases. Bamburger's paper on South 
American Indian "myths of matriarchy" sets out 
several (Bamburger, 1974). • 

However, the very interesting questions of how 
such belief systems come into • being, and how they 
come to be institutionalized as the "official view" of 
things are much more difficult. One problem is that it 
is impossible to watch the emergence and institutional
ization of beliefs in any particular simple society. At a 
given time certain beliefs are already "official" and we 
don't really know how to identify emergent ones. Nor, 
if we look at contemporary societies and reason back
wards as to how it might have be.en, can we do more 
than speculate? It is probably not fruitful to look for 
general answers. But in particular cases there may be 
hints from observing contemJX)rary, but parallel, ~itua
tions, particularly if this observation is combined with 
comparative analysis of the same phenomenon in many 
different societies. What general patterns have 
appeared in the cases so far considered? 
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~ In these several sets of societies men are in 
fact dominant over women in the sense of 
managing political, religious and economic 
affairs outside the household, and in the sense of 
being "head of the household," -- the one who 
gives orders and is deferred to. In most {all?) of 
these societies men "chastise" their women phy
sically when they deem it necessary. 
~ There is a belief system, cosmology, or set of 

ideas about causes of misfortune which defines 
women as at best weak and foolish, and in some 
cases as basically, naturally, sinful or evil. 

; - Men have legitimate authority roles, and 
women's power, where it is acknowledged, is 
frightening (Amazonia, Australia) or evil (Afri
can witchcraft). De facto male domination over 
women in these sysrems is thus justified morally. 

The fact that this association of legitimate male 
power and the non-legitimacy, or even wickedness, of 
female power recurs so frequently suggests that it is 
generated by the interaction between men and women 
in widely different societies, independently of different 
cultural frames. Or rather, that the cultural frames 
emuge to give form to this aspect of the interaction. 
What are the dynamics here? Fortunately this is an 
instance in which detailed studies of a relevant contem
porary phenomenon are available. 

Power and Legitimacy in Conjugal Relations in 
Contemporary Western Society • 

Since the 1970s, both in England and in the 
United States, there has been a growing concern about 
cases of violence against women by the men they live 
with. In England this led to a Parliamentary Select 
Commitree on Violence in Marriage whose report in 
1975 laid the basis for national legislation specifically 
designed to provide legal protection for women who 
were victims of domestic violence. There has since 
then been considerable research on this problem in 
these countries, but the authors of a recent international 
study of family violence could find little data elsewhere 
except in Canada (Gelles & Cornell, 1983). There is 
anecdotal evidence that violence against wives has 
been ap obvious occurrence since the early middle ages 
in Ewope (Dobash & Dobash, 1979) and since the 18th 
century in the United States (Dobash & Dobash, 1979; 
Moore, 1979). It is impossible to know whether the 
recent upsurge of interest is due to generally greater 
awareness of women's issues, or whether there has 
been an increase in domestic violence. It seems very 

probable that growing emphasis on sexual equality 
makes conjugal violence more frequent (because of 
conflicting expectations of the two spouses) and less 
tolerable to the victim. 

The question of the incidence of physical 
violence in current marriages is no less difficult 
Research-based projections vary from 50-60% of all 
couples in the U.S. (Straus, Gelles, & Steinmetz, 1980) 
to 21 % of ever-married women based on a large Cali
fornia sample (Russell, 1982). Much of the difference 
between those two figures can be attributed to differ
ences in definitions used, however both were based on 
random samples of the general population.15 These are 
figures for women beaten at least once by a husband or 
co-habitee. There is reason to believe that a single 
beating can permanently structure the nature of a con
jugal relationship by establishing the husband's physi
cal dominance, and thus the inevitable outcome of any 
future confrontation (Gelles, 1972). Within this con
text it is necessary to distinguish between couples who 
have experienced one or two episodes of violence and 
those in which violence has become an established pat
tern. In a few marriages the wife is subjected. to fre
quent, or even daily, beatings -- which may escalate in 
severity (Dobash & Dobash. 1979); it is women sub-· 
jected to repeated injury and who remain in this violent 
situation who are referred to in the literature, and by 
the media, as "battered wives." It is quite impossible to 
calculate the incidence of regularly violent marriages. 
The usual source of information is case material from 
victims • which cannot be related to the wider popula
tion. Police reports can provide incidence of violence 
in relation to a given population, but the level of 
unreported cases is so high (the Dobash study 
estimated 2 out of 98 were reported to police) Chat they 
cannot be used reliably. There are clues: repeated phy
sical violence is cited between 17% and 57% in various 
studies of women seeking divorce (Moore, 1979; l.ev
inger, 1966). And both in Britain and the United 
States, refuges for battered wives seeking to leave the 
marriage are extremely overcrowded; newly opened 
refuges fill up immediately and often have waiting lists 
before they open their doors (Moore, 1979). 

The definitions used in collecting and analysing 
data in one national American study suggested that 
wives also used violence against husbands frequently, 
leading to discussion of a "battered husband syndrome" 
(Straus, et al., 1980; Steinmetz, 1977, 1978). This has 
not proved a robust finding; the type of violence used 
by wives is significantly less severe: husbands do not 
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take!wifely' violence•seriously :much of the time (Ailler, : 
198l)j,serious attacks by-women ·are,almostalways in 
self~defen~":anddt is'Wornen;s not inen ·who :are ·seri-", 
ously injured or killed in domestic•··disputes;': For·., 
instance in a study of police cases of family violence in 
one :yelll'.,in ;Scotland;, the Dobashes .found males 'to be 
the'.,aggressors'.and, females·the victimsdn 94%·.of, the' 
cascs,(Dobash:& OobasJ:i,:1978)._; ,·i;•. .••·· i: ,-:.'.,, ·,\.'.. 

/,t"};,_:~~f .-.l~·r·:~~t;·.r·~ 1 ;~ •)~ .~·•J;r_{~: ,;;•_:;_:1:_,•· ',·_;_;· ·)_-~-.'! ?:)···;··• .. ·~ 

.;!,{ ~:y~o,leJ!~'.~"~'pou~~-·•·.~u.allythe~111~e .;, •• ,, 
• • IS the stronger and IS onlr the VlcllJn when _this .. 

'I .>!'.'.j:,hysicat-:l·'advaritage js'.•, ·negated • by' use ' of: i::. '. 

--,·-\,Weapons, ·or more•frequently; hi nifrairui"from:: •., •. '>.: 
/;,, f.:-US:ing his .full,strength ~,;:il i~--tai:e for,,the .male·.; :-·, ,r,., 
. qr, . t_p ),e thet~tjm ,l!Jld pn~,he rel~!lS his .fµU ;;; ,, _ _,; , 
, , 1)h>'.5i".ll1, ,01,C(:. ~~ti-~ .am\,_.~vl:11: ~rt& .to_ . .. . 
• _weapons, few women stand a chance.. (Gay- . 

·,,:(,'ford,1983,p:124). •.: ,.: .. •,, ', ::,· .. , ·-:, ,,,\,,:, 
·r';'_"::·.: ~:'. -t:) :·_,·!.1·;;.o ,::'i~ -~~-;:,:--i':)/ ~_,i~ ! r::·,• ··.'-~-\ 1·,i , .~p·,;_;,__)I 

'f 1 ,r; Some·researchers argue ·:that' verbal aggression i:v 
as dmmiging:,tci wives-as overt-physical·violence; i.In . .-, 
terms of'.the importan~for women. of a sense·of com-. 
petence,,in:,domestic/conjugal 'roles;'.'this could .be so, 1-
sincer a sense-of ·competence can be verbally destroyed. • • 
However,,the·consequences of :being physically beaten I 
up by' a' persop: with·whom she is in direct daily intetac- • 
tion rnust·be,separiltely"assessed.·Gellesquotes from a • 
long interview· with·an American couple who asserted , 
proudly thauhey riever fought,· but where an 'allusion is •. 
made,to a.single occasion at the, beginning of the mar-:, 
riage_when·the hush\fld,~e so angry·that he "'had·: 
to do something'\ and· did beat rus·wife. ··Since· then, he' 
said; she: had ·never challenged him; and they had lived·· 
on. excellent terms;,: One' confrontation established the': 
physicaL,dominance·-of,.the: .-husband, ·and thereafter•·. 
conflict was avoided·by:th,e:wife's submission (Gelles," 
1972). :This co~sponds.with,ethological descriptions. 
of the establishment.of,dominance hierarchies·among ~ 
many species, from chickens to chimpanzees. Among , 
humails it' is , probable., that : play during : adolescence , 
teaches girls that.males are stronger, and that therefore ' 
many, conjugal: relationships , never' include , a" direcfr 
challenge or.physical, confrontation at all. , .. · ·, ,-,· ' . 1· • 

It is clearly· important to ·distinguish between ,the r 
implicit premise of male physical dominance, which 
may operate·in many non-violent marriages or those in 
which viol<mce '.is .. occasional, and the routinized 
viqlence, .·of-wife-battering in which this. dominance is • 
acted oill ,_Jn a: sense .the myths: and theologies)egi-, 
timatinif rnale power' over-women inay act to make this • 
premise -explicit·. an4 _ link it to the legitimate moral 
or.der .. , That it is not fully legititnate in our society is 

indicated by the titles· of: recenFbooks:.:on r'violence 
against wives:• Scream··Quletly' or 'the:Neighoois will 
Hear· You-'(Pizzey;·,,1974)"'and Behind CldStii''Doors 
(Straus; et· al./ 1980),'. Theifeminist,;moverrieiit<;gen
erally sees conjugaJ,violenct·'as,arfsingifrom:What they 
term, our patriarchal' society.' ·=ltif,c;therL:words~git is 
because men are-dominant in ·the:•sociaHn.Sti.tutioris that 
they consider , it • 1egitimate-1to11 use; physicaJ?,<violence 
against theit~wives:if·they··wani,,to;•:\Thi failure of the 
(mall doniinated): society· to ~prevent thent-itselfJi:tcts to 
reinforce their view:.that: this is-'righi. '' Anhis:-.ievel we 
are in the: same, situation 1as 'when· seeking 1to'1urtderstand 
societies in •which'origin' royths:and1witchcraft beliefs 
already: '.'in'•place"•reinforce the systent of male··domi-
nance·.·· ~·-·/'~: ·•,1 :, :_·,., •• .- •• ,·,:,_'.~:·' .i.-~::,..Y: ... ~.i:/\_', _.,_i':d;~;._;i'!!_.1)-_~·~ 

. . . . . ' . 
·;-· ·_.· .. _ r,•::\.·.-t~;J'{ •_, .•.'.~_.,-': ·'. ;-•. ··,. ·/.~ -{~i.:,L<~i(--:.i_;._~·c_,.-:•::i,.') 

Y '!In ·fact/one ;must agree'with•this analysis ·as far 
as it goes. It is clear from studies of police response, 
and froni;coiiit. records' Showing how few :ate the1cases 
of wife -assault brought to coort; 'and of •these, 'howrfew;:J 
result in: conviction· of the' husband,, that;it is ext:remely>1: 
rare-for·l'society'!1to.act-against-a·violenrhusbandJ•even•g 
when .1serious ,injuty,has>been·idone' (Fatraghet~Ll'985;•; 
Freeman, ;1979, 1985'; Johnson/1985; Paterson, 19'.79)P 
And .. there: •is ,'plenty "-''Of" corifinn~tion ::in:,; interocw,'..I 
material· that 'some violent men really do_ consider that'✓ 
"My home-is•-rny castle·and-iri it'lcan,do 1as I;plea.se-'-',x 
(Frankenberg, et al., 1971; see aJso;Dobash:&,DobashN 
1979).16 

The Dynamics of Extreme DomesticNiolence ,,. , },. rn,:> 

:-.:; However<my:puzzlement about ithe'linld:ietween 
moralityJ andi for:ce\began 'With ,the '..Womerr•tof::GorijaJ 
who: themselves• said: 1',We 1are, evil,/'. 0.Th.eViitterest~of.:; 
recenf'research on' domestic ~iolence liesJn:a sfrildiig,~· 
parallek'.FOr-one of.the themes to ·appear'constantly,is) 
that-after·:an initial period·-of disbelief,iand-1of.hopirigI 
that· the:husband's violence :is ,a; temporary aberration,t 
the woman comes to-expect and accept it (in,the sense." 
that she realizes that it is a permanent patt<of the conju~11 
gal relationship) and frequently, she' concludes -she mustll 
be in•som·e way to blame. \Qfcourse1part ofc·the"ieason~l 
for accepting blame is that'the hrisbaJid·tends:toliok:his) 
violence with accqsations and complaints:,:These-fi:x:ust; 
repeatedly on two.things:· sexualinfidelity: and:~omes-d 
tic failure; .·Sexual ·jealousy.:is :lik:elY:-to·Jprecipitate::a•l 
beating .when the wife:is:not allowed to-leave: the bouse<l 
even to. :\'isit-her mother, as .well: as whenishe moves,; 
freely o_utside the home;, -And, domestic~·cri!lles inclwieH 
failing to ik:eep :dinner· hot• until midnight, "cor allowing f; 
the'. baby•to:cry. Very .often:in-the interview'material-d 
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the· wife. will' insisftliat she has not been unfaithful, and 
t.hat'whatever,(she'doos;'the: husband 'coinplains about· 
he(cooklng·-0f the 'c·are:bfthe children:• I arir not here • 
concem.M"1' \1/.ith' I whether these, ·allegations ate I in 'fact 
bue; 1too.'signi.ficanrthing 'is 'that they'. are' 'so :frequently • • 
part "t)f1tJie:patterri'of'conjugaI:\'iolence;'1 Perhaps even • 
more significant, those:very'Wotnen who say that they • 
have :not done the· things their liiisbands accuse· them of .. 
still'-'fool 1that; the<situatidn \is, in some .w·ay: ·their fault;: , 
that 1it is' som:ehow:·up 10:them '.to ·"make 'the marriage .·• 
wotk,'.'..'and:th~U:in tnaii'ying thef have' ''made:their bed • 
and mtistilie:rm:: itl''·(folk'phrase.,quotcd ,in·inietviews · 
both from the United States and the United King
dom) .. U,rpor :many· ;or 'th~- women: this -senscf of guilt 
lies •behind their failure to leave ir domestic situation 'in;·. 
which' they ,.are: regularly: ;injured;by, the husband. ::It 
aJsoimakesit impo~sible for ·some·1to' seek·help •from'• 
kin or to:iake the:children back'to their,.natal family:, 
Indeed; ·it is 'in this sense'of desperation/arid of naving''' 
nowhere I to : turn·· among ' family"· and: friends, ; thin:;· 
accounts in part.for 'the ftoodfog;io(·\vomen'into:. 
refuges.· ;DesI)ite the 'discomfbrt ·or overcrowded condi• : 
tions, women say of living: in the: refuge that• it was· a· 
tremendous relief because there they' fo1ihd others:who 1 

• • 

had similar experiences, and at least they realized that 
they were· not in' the wrong. 'Those who run the refuges 
say that ,onejofthe.-mairJ:piobletns for these victims-of-• 
extreme don-lestic violence is ·their.terrible· lack of self-i 
confidenci;.· It is difficult for' them: to do anything con~ 
structive when· they'; fust ; arrive.'• They cannot deal . · 
effectively' with !<"lfficials • • .; from ··t11e social sdVices," . 
housing department, ·school -- and they do not have· the • 
confidence1 to: find work 1t ,Several recent studies of· 
domestie,violeitce' discuss this•crippling sense of guilt• 
(Pagelow; 1984; Morgan, 1982); ,. '" • · • • ,. ·•. ', 

i,· .. ,,:i,This sense of guilt and lack ofconfidence-prob
ably has·ai: least three sources, all relevant for'a model 
of domination. First, there is the element of cultural' · 
norms and family norms. Our society does expect 
women to: put up ,with• difficulties to· make a ·marriage -
work '(seeiabove). ··In: fact failure may· well cause a 
deeper sense of personal inadequacy'in a society with.a•, 
strong·.nonn of egalitarian and cornpanionat.e marriage 
than where women ·expect husbands to be physically · 
dominant and this matches reality. For at least a few, 
their own parentS', marriage provided ·a model of mari
tal violence, so, they may see ·it as "nonnaV' ~9 But even 
these women feel they are supposed to be· able to 
"make it work," and as they cannot cope, they have 
obviously failed. If husbands are "naturally" violent, 
they should be able to handle this without going to 

pieces. :Either way it- is ·their fault· This ofrcourse ,;
takes us back to 'the same position we were in·with'the:; 
preliterate cases. ;How· does a' society, come· to generate· , : 
such nonns? ·. :'.:,, > .. ' ··. -"· ·_, ·,,. ':,· .. -: ·,;,_,::_,·:r,::;, : .. ,:,1,, 

• l"!This aspect'is linked 'to a second,··which= is-:the:;J 
nature ofrthe' roles whkh-women defineas,goalsJ1Dur.:•r 
ing' the--first half of this century; girls:were; taised·to c 
expect to marry and have a. family.<•Theylwanted to do. l 

this, ,and most of them• did so:' "Wife'! :and•!'mother" •r, 
wete core roles. While those less·well-off,may'have;:, 
had to work, :.very few had careers:--1 would: suggest:,, 
that iris ttXiomatic·that a person~s sense :of competence., 
is:c1ose1y· lin1ce<1·.t6 histher·ability to'•perform,lo.;theit::1 
own and others' satisfaction in core roles. Thus, !when:; ) 
a woman feels she has failed to make a go of her mar
riage·i • it isn't only a matter 0£ the particular' inter
personal relations involved.-qt.Js her, sociaNdenlity:d 
which has· been· destroyed., It might'be' argued: that: a• c; 
man must also realize, his marriage-has been unsucc.ess-,,;·, ._, 
fut if ·he :constantly ~.has ;to"· beat: his-:wife.1. 'But ofj; 
course hdnay see·this as·thc proper expression 1of his 1• 

role 'as a dominant male,-and in some societies thiir is ; ; 
so;e;g,,' in•the-Mediterranean-{Loizos,' 1978), r Even,, 
assuming:that the-husband :does feel his'rnarriage is a-:,; 
failure, the conjugal role is far less centnll fonnen than ' 
it is for women: 1'1am not suggesting'tharit is 11.nimpor->1 : 

tant; • onty 'that in· tenns • df social . roles comprising: the 1 i 

social persona', 'it•. is less central.; 'There is/ in • our•· 
society, a:reai sense in which for a man-ii is a personal'.'.. 
failure; but if10t , a .·social failure. 20 : Thus. in i societY's ,, 
terms a woman luis indeed ,"failed'! in ndt finding bet~ 'i 
self'· an· effective, conjugal/maternal/domestic;'-role;ii 
where·a man has not defaulted. on his main'core rotes•, 
in the same way: The:question begged by this.formuJa .. :i 
tion•is whether domestic roles are central for women iJf :· 
all societies, and whether if they are universally so, this-• 
centrality is best viewed. as •a, ,social or I a biological·' 
phenomenon? These questions have been the subject 
of much-recent scholarship and to discuss them1 ade
quately is :not possible in- the space available :-(see·} 
Brown; 1970; Divale ·&· Harris, 1976; La ·Fontaine/r 
1981; Maccoby; :1966; Ortner, 1974; Ortriec; &, White~ • 
head, 1981; Parker & Parker,. 1979; ·Reiter,· -1975;,, 
Rosaldo & Lamphere;'l974; Sanday, 1973,·1981;.1\raD', 
den Berge·& Barash, 1977, etc.).·Myown view is•that', 
biology sets constraints that, like the grit in an oyster, . , 
produce complex and amazing. responses which, . as \ 
ideologies and ,institutions in '.tum shape-:social·-roles;,·-: 
including the division of labour.•' -The optimal fernale<r 
reproductive strategy of maintaining'. claims on a man:, 
for support and protection in ; order to 'maximi7.C '' 
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successful invesunent in her few children {Hinde, 
1984), would certainly make both wife and mother 
roles central on a species-wide basis. But even on the 
most immediate level, one would have to argue that 
where women's core social role is the conjugal domes
tic role, then women are highly vulnerable in situations 
where they cannot fill this role effectively. Thus when 
a husband complains, the wife is more threatened in 
terms of social competence than if a wife complains 
about the role performance of her husband. Inciden
tally, the non-legitimacy of women's complaints is 
nicely caught by the stereotype of the "nagging" wife, 
i.e., the irritating repetition of the same comment or 
request (presumably because the husband has not 
responded). 

The very widespread acceptance that women 
have a duty to succeed in the conjugal role is reflected 
in the view not infrequently expressed by social work
ers, as well as by police, that women who are the vic
tims of conjugal violence "bring it on themselves." 
This refers particularly to "provocative" behavior - , 
taunting or indirect aggression, including verbal 
aggression -- which so annoys the spouse that he loses 
his temper and hits his wife. They say that such 
women enjoy the excitement of a fight, and even 
perhaps in a masochistic way, enjoy being injured. A 
surprising recent advocate of this position is Erin Piz
zey, a pioneer in England of women's refuges (Pizzey 
& Shapiro, 1982). All these people, social workers, 
police, and certainly someone as intimately involved 
with victims of violent husbands as Pizzey, are speak
ing from close and extended familiarity with conjugal 
violence. Yet this argument has a strong similarity to 
the beliefs in simple societies that "women are natur
ally weak and unable to keep secrets, quarrelsome." 
What is the reality to which this modern version of 
"women are evil" corresponds? 

It is useful here to distinguish between two 
(admittedly related) problems: (1) Why are men more 
violent towards their spouses than their wives are 
towards them? (2) How do women living with violent 
men manage this violence? One view (Pizzey, etc.) is 
that a man would not hit a wife unless provoked, which 
implies that women initiate the fights in which they are 
battered. However, given male aggressiveness in war
fare, hunting, street gangs, not to mention rape, this 
seems unlikely as an explanation for more than a small 
proportion of domestic violence. If we can for the 
moment accept the view which is increasingly well 
documented, that men are more prone to aggressive 

response than women (Kanner, 1982; Maccoby & 
Jacklin, 1974; Parker & Parker, 1979) then it seems 
more useful to consider that the answer to the first 
question lies, at least in part, in the realm of biology.21 

Men are more likely to respond aggressively to frustra
tion than women, and when they do, they are likely to 
"win" a fight with a woman, which reinforces the 
aggressive response. When women do start a fight 
they are likely to get hurt. and this tends to inhibit them 
from overt violence the next time they are angry. This 
may be linked to the folk observation that women are 
more likely to use verbal than physical aggression.22 

There are hints in the studies of domestic 
violence that something more complex is also occur
ring; that men may regularly inhibit the urge to hit out 
at their wives when angry -- perhaps because they 
sense the injury this might cause (Adler, 1981, quoted 
in Pagelow, 1984; Gayford, 1983). However, when a 
dispute escalates, perhaps with an exchange of verbal 
attacks, a man's inhibition may fail, leading him to 
"release his full physical force without inhibition and 
even resort to weapons, [when] few women stand a 
chance" (Gayford, 1983). 

If this pattern were to prove general it would 
support the suggestion that there is a premise of male 
physical dominance in conjugal relations. But it would 
also indicate that we should focus on the psychological 
and social mechanisms of inhibition which prevent 
male force being "released without inhibition" in most 
marriages, most of the time. For it must be emphasized 
that in any given society the level of physical force 
used by men within marriage is a result of the interplay 
between social norms and social Sbuctural pressures 
and constraints on the one hand, and male biology, on 
the other. Psychological mechanisms of inhibition 
presumably emerge from the interaction of these two 
types of constraint 

When norms, social structural pressures, and 
failure of inhibition do act together in our society to 
produce recurrent violence by a man, how can the wife 
manage this situation? The more obvious possible 
modes of response would seem to be: 

(1) Withdrawal - she may leave the situation. In 
socio-cultural terms this means conjugal separa
tion or divorce. 
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(2) Submission 
(a) This may le.ad to established male domi
nance, but avoid conjugal violence. 
(b) Or it may lead to routinfaation of male 
violence, with the woman remaining in the situa
tion "because of the children" or "because it is up 
to her to make the marriage work," or because 
she lacks the resources and confidence to leave. 
Probably the single most consistent finding in 
study after study of conjugal violence is that 
women who are subject to regular physical 
attack remain, often for many years, in this situa
tion. It is this which leads to the view that in 
some way they must "like it" and even 
encourage iL 

(3) Fighting back - this is likely to lead to chronic 
fighting, since sources of conflict are endemic in 
the domestic situation. 
(a} In a situation of chronic violence every index 
indicates that it is the women who are most 
likely to be hurt. Where this happens repeatedly 
the women may become cowed and demoralized, 
and adopt the submissive mode (2a) above. 
(b) Some women refuse either to leave or to 
submit, and perhaps as a means of self-respect, 
try to fight back. They may do this verbally 
(with taunts and arguments) and they may risk 
physical combat H, as Pfa:rey argues, women 
find this confrontation exhilarating as well as 
painful, are they so different in this from boxers 
or soldiers? Yet we celebrate the courage of 
these male roles, but denigrate women who 
def end themselves. It is also likely that a 
woman's failure to be submissive stimulates her 
husband to further aggression, and she is again 
likely to get hurt. but now we can see that she 
has indeed "brought it on herself." 

It is important in considering how these different 
alternatives might affect women's domestic strategies 
to be aware of their variable consequences. Submis
sion does not guarantee the avoidance of male 
violence, but it may achieve this goal. Fighting back 
may not save a woman from getting beaten up, but she 
may have self-confidence in addition to the bruises. 
While there is probably a strong tendency towards 
routinization of one mode of response (Dobash & 
Dobash, 1979), there can also be a shift from one mode 
to another, as when the consequences of fighting back 
become too painful, and a woman becomes submissive; 
or when a woman who has passively put up with 

violence for years finally decides to leave. I am not 
arguing that one mode of response is "better" or 
"worse" and indeed the only "correct" response is to 
engage external social support against male violence, 
simply because it is physically dangerous to women. 
But the different modes of response have interesting 
implications for the problem of institutionalization of 
beliefs about the illegitimacy of female power. If one 
looks at the societies already discussed in this paper, 
certain patterns emerge. 

Withdrawal from violent conjugal relation
ships. Sometimes women are allowed to initiate 
divorce, but this is relatively uncommon. Among 
Amazonian Indians men may forceably keep their 
wives from returning home, a situation sometimes 
related to exchange marriages. Some African societies 
permit women to divorce, others do nol Judaism and 
Christianity have fought keenly against divorce. But 
even where divorce is legally available the importance 
of the roles of wife and mother, and the absence of 
resources for maintaining the household apart from the 
husband, force many women to remain in a violent 
marriage (Dobash & Dobash, 1979; Freeman, 1979; 
Homer, Leonard & Taylor, 1985; Martin, 1979; 
Pagelow, 1984). The difficulty and importance of 
being able to withdraw from a violent marriage are 
reflected in the high level of demand for refuges (UK}/ 
shelters (USA) in which women can live while trying 
to establish an alternative life. 

Submission. If all women are defined as "natur
ally" subordinate to all men, then the dominance 
hierarchy is fixed and not subject to contest This may 
in fact support male inhibition of the use of force 
against women. It is by far the most common solution 
on a cross-cultural basis. This fact is reflected not only 
in the belief systems described here, but in the many 
legal systems in which women are jural minors. While 
the institutionalization of submission, and the elabora• 
lion of belief systems which validate submission, do 
not prevent male violence against wives, they do 
remove one source of challenge, fighting back, which 
clearly sometimes elicits violence. Thus the institu
tionalization of submission is one kind of society-level 
response to male physical strength as this affects the 
domestic situation. 

Fighting back. Very few societies treat it as 
legitimate for a woman to "fight back" against a hus
band. This prohibition is is achieved in many ways: 
by the community closing ranks against any woman 
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who does so; by legal rules; by norms which hold that 
a man has the right to "chastise" his wife for disobedi
ence; and by belief systems which deny the legitimacy 
of female power. Our society is highly ambivalent on 
this score. While we claim that men and women are 
equal, representatives of the nonnative order -- police 
and social workers -- frequently consider that if a 
woman fights back, or even tries to escape a violent 
home, she is in some way morally at faulL 

There is a third aspect of women's sense of guilt 
and lack of self-confidence arising from the very fact 
that in the violent domestic situation, Might is Right H 
a woman knows that she is likely to be hit for doing 
what her husband says is "wrong," then she will inevit
ably by to avoid the pain which follows if she does 
"wrong." This creates a situation in which her husband 
comes to define what is "right" and what is "wrong" for 
her in a purely pragmatic sense. Here I would recall 
the finding that men explain their violence as a 
response to their wives' faults (inedible food, failure to 
prepare meals on time, failure to keep the children 
from crying and flirting or promiscuity). A woman in 
this situation will attempt to have a hot meal ready for 
her husband at whatever hour he chooses to return; tak
ing it as her responsibility to make the marriage work, 
and seeing her domestic role as central, she can believe 
that it is perfectly reasonable for her husband to 
demand this. In other words, violent men in part use 
their physical power to enforce their definitions of right 
and wrong, and their wives may .come to accept this 
situation. Such a physically constructed definition 
comes to be used as a criterion for the wife's behavior, 
both by her husband and by the wife herself. Have we 
here a model for the shaping of belief and myth? In 
any case we have one model for the fonnation of con
sensus within the domestic group. (There are clearly 
others, and of course only a small minority of couples 
live in a violent relationship.) But where domestic 
groups are open (see Goody, 1973) and domestic life is 
closely keyed to external political and ritual forms 
(Fortes, 1958; Goody, 1973; Hugh-Jones, 1979; La 
Fontaine, 1981) domestic consensus tends quickly to 
generalize and become group consensus. Thus it is in 
the very preliterate societies I have described that such 
a model would also apply to the construction of group 
norms about definition of right and wrong. 

But why do men trouble to justify the beating of 
a wife if indeed a man is free to do as he pleases in his 
own home? Obviously male freedom to behave as they 
choose is not complete, and it is by invoking norms 

which he believes are shared by the wider society (a 
wife should not be promiscuous. a wife should cook for 
her husband) that a man seeks approval for his actions. 
So there is a further twist These husbands want both 
the power to define what is right within the family, and 
they want it to be recognized that they are right to do 
so. They want to be approved of, and to feel that they 
are behaving as a husband should. Case material also 
makes it plain that despite their violent behaviour, most 
of them want to retain the affection of their wives. So 
they need to convince themselves, their wives, and oth
ers that what they do is righL 

Hinde has argued (1985) that this pattern of 
behavior is best explained by the constraints of the 
optimal male reproductive strategy. This conclusion 
requires that men make sure that their wives are not 
unfaithful, since although there is no doubt as to the 
genetic mother of a child, a husband cannot be sure he 
is the father of his wife's children. A husband who 
suspects that his wife might have an interest in other 
men will thus seek to restrain her and punish any 
infidelity severely. Male sexual jealousy clearly is 
adaptive in this sense over the long-evolutionary term; 
adaptive for men. But it is hard to see that it is adap
tive for women either to be denied legitimate power in 
small~scale societies or to be subjected to regular phy
sical violence in some traditional societies and a small 
proportion of households in our own society. The only 
way in which institutionalized subordination might be 
adaptive for women is if it acted to reduce male 
violence (which may indeed by the case). Subordina
tion only helps women achieve their own goals of sup
port and protection while rearing their children because 
men are in a position to enforce their demands of male 
control. If one were to speculate on the origins of the 
moderately greater strength and aggressiveness of 
human males compared to females, one possibility 
would be that the pressure for these attributes from 
male hunting and warfare (Divale & Harris, 1976; van 
den Berge & Barash, 1977) was balanced for women 
by an advantage for those who, being smaller and pas
sive, did not elicit violence by challenging their men. 
If women were physically stronger than men, would 
the Barasana myth tell of the overthrow of women, 
who for the good of the society were deprived of their 
sacred flutes, punished and returned to their rightful 
place as cultivators of manioc, and the ones who men
struate and bear and rear children? 
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Notes 

This paper was originally written for the History and Anthro
pology Round Table ill, Dominoti.on as Social Praclice, 
although I was unable at the last minute to be present I 
would like to thank particularly the discussant, Barbara 
Duden, for lhe time she took over her thoughtful com
ments, and in corresponding about them. The notes of the 
discussion, and comments from Alf Ludtke and Hans 
Medick also gave me much food for thought. Realizing 
that the points I wanted to make raised other, much 
debated, issues, I also prevailed on a number of other col
leagues to look to look at the paper critically. Several of 
the comments have led to substantial changes. The various 
critics will no doubt recognize the points they raised; if 
they have not been satisfactorily dealt with, the responsi
bility is mine, not theirs, but for their time and ideas I 
would like to thank Michael Cole, Robert Hinde, Jack 
Goody, Stephen Hugh-Jones, Jean La Fontaine, Penelope 
Roberts, Joan Stevenson-Hinde and Marilyn Strathem. 
Some of the points apparently ignored really deserve 
separate papers of their own; others have been definitively 
handled by published work, to which I can add nothing. 

1See R. A. Hinde, 1979, pp. 193-210 for an overview of 
learning theory from a perspective which seeks to set the 
individual processes of learning in the context of social 
relationships. There is increasing evidence that substantial 
learning takes place independently of direct reward or pun
ishment Hinde calls this "exposure learning" but notes 
that this covers several different forms. Much shaping of 
behaviour occurs through subliminal cues (Bruner, 1974, 
1975; Trevarthan, 1974; Goody, 1978). Indeed attention 
itself may serve as a reward (Chance, 1975). If the 
reward/punishment fonnat is extended in this way, as 
seems necessary in looking at social relationships, then it 
seems to underly a good deal of human learning, as well as 
to have been picked up and built on in the social institu-
tions of every society. • 

21ne univenality of male dominance is of course a function 
of the way in which dominance is defined. I am 
specifically concerned here with the holding of positions of 
legitimate authority and control in the political and 
economic system; with those who fonnally organize and 
manage political and economic activities. This fonn of 
domination is widely acknowledged to be virtually univer
sal, even by those who argue that women hold other kinds 
of power (e.g., Ardener, 1971; Rogers, 1975; Sanday). If 
women hold other, informal types of power - as they often 
do -- this raises for me lhe question of why it is women 
(not men) for whom power is "muted," "masked," "infor
mal," etc, As I shall argue in the body of this paper, the 
view of Divale and Harris seems difficult to dispute: 'The 
most obvious explanation (for the male supremacist com
plex) is that institutionalized male supremacy is the direct 
product of genetically detennined human sexual dimor
phism which endows males with taller stature, heavier 
musculature, and more of the honnones that are useful for 
aggression." (1976, p. 526). However, like others who 
have come to this conclusion (e.g., Parker & Parker, 1979) 
they go on to consider other questions instead of asking 
what are lhe implications for institutions and relationships 
of this fact. 

3ntis may be racial or ethnic or based on the supposed inher
itance of lower intelligence or inferior skills or moral con
stitution. 

4Since Warner's early publication (1937) Berndt (1951) and 
others have recorded other versions, and many scholars 
have commented on the corpus, among whom Meggitt 
(1967), Hiatt (1975) and Knight (1983) are particularly 
useful. 

5Th.ey might almost be seen as a sort of Anthropological 
Rorschak, allowing projection of the preoccupations of a 
wide range of scholars: Radcliffe-Brown (1926, 1930) 
pointed to the ubiquity of the rainbow serpent in Australian 
myths linked with initiation rites; Warner stressed the close 
association between the myth and the initiation ritual; 
Levi-Strauss argues that the double division of society into 
male/female and initiated males/uninitiated males is, 
throughout Australia, a solution to the contradictions of 
social organization (1966); and Hiatt sees the symbolism 
of swallowing and regurgitating (by serpents or women) as 
providing an idiom for male control_ of initiation on the 
model of normal parturition (1975). 

6There is not the space to consider this material here, but M. 
Strathem's work, for instance, describes the fear and dis
trust with which women in Mt. Hagen are regarded, as 
expressed in the belief that a woman can kill her husband 
by polluting his food with her menstrual fluids, and that 
wives may indeed do this because of loyalty to their natal 
clan (Strathem, 1972). Here again women are inherently 
dangerous and evil, though Strathern's work makes clear 
that attitudes towards women are complex, and also con
tain strong positive elements (1981). 

7Toe distinction between "bad" and "good" witches is an ana
lytic one that is not necessarily reflected in the tenninology 
used in a given society. Rather it is based on whether or 
not the community treats the verdict of witchcraft in a par
ticular instance as a cause for direct accusation and coun
teraction, or on the contrary, the reputation for witchcraft 
power adds to the political or ritual stature of the "witch." 
This is argued fully in E. N. Goody, 1970. In Gbanyito 
there is a single word, egbe, for "witch" which refers to 
any person using certain kinds of mystical aggressive 
power, whether male or female, and whether for social, or 
anti-social ends. Olher African languages distinguish 
between mystical aggression using powers internal to the 
attacker (witchcraft) and that which employs external 
weapons (sorcery). The English popular usage that makes 
witches female and sorcerers male has elements of the 
associations: female = illegitimate, evil power; male = 
legitimate, good power -- which are reflected in the Gonja 
tolerance for male witchcraft 

8European Colonial authorities forbade the execution of 
witches, which placed great strain on communities in 
which people "knew" that a witch was killing them. A 
variety of new forms of counteraction have evolved gen
erally referred to as "witchfinding cults." These focus on 
identifying the witch and providing some form of 
purification ritual by which her witchcraft powers are des
troyed and she is made safe to live wilh. (See for instance 
Douglas, 1963.) 
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9It has been argued that women are seen as witches in patri
lineal societies because, due to rules of exogamy, they are 
married into their husband's lineage from other descent 
groups. Such "foreign" wives are potentially hostile 
strangers with dangerous access to secrets of their 
husband's descent group and enduring loyalties to their 
natal lineage. However evil witches are also mainly 
women among the matrilineal Ashanti and the non
wtil.ineal Gonja. This suggests that while the divided loy
alties of a wife may lead to fear and hostility, there are 
other factors beside descent group affiliation involved. 

1°rhe prototype of heat-seeking missiles? 
11 Even 50 years after the legal ending of executions people 

graphically described a variety of forms of execution for 
female witches: sealing the witch into a room filled with 
the smoke of burning red peppers; placing the witch's head 
in a red-hot cast iron pot filled with red peppers; placing 
her on a fire in a deep pit; stabbing her with a sharpened 
stick of a special wood. Part of the elaborateness of these 
executions was due to the belief that witches were difficult 
to really kill. But there is a strong element also of sadism. 
I concluded that when a woman killed a close relative, 
everyone -- kin and neighbors -- felt a fear and revulsion 
based on the intrusion of lethal aggression into a relation
ship of supposed trust (see E. N. Goody, 1970). 

11be Gonja word, egbe, refers to both good and evil 
witches. (See Middleton, 1963.) 

13Details of these cases are given in E. N. Goody, 1970. 
14Sanday (1981) and Rosaldo (1974) have discussed the 

difference between power and authority in the context of 
sex roles. I do not completely agree with the focus on 
decision making, but the issue is a difficult one. Sanday, 
by including informal power avoids what is for me a criti
cal distinction between power and authority, i.e., the legi
timacy of the latter, but not the former. It is the very non
formality of much of the lX)Wer exercised by women which 
makes it difficult for men to be sure of their control. 
Where male power is the legitimate authority, this makes 
female lX)Wer at best non-legitimate. If men are operating 
as they often do, on an implicit premise of male control, 
then it is very threatening· nol to be able to control 
women's informal power. It may well be that this is the 
dynamic behind the male perception of women's power as 
somehow illegitimate or evil. 

15Other srudies generating intermediate figures (e.g., Walker, 
1979 50%; Frieze, 1980, 35%) have either been based on 
counseling, work with women in refuges, or studies with 
small samples and matched controls. 

161n fact this view is an atypical one, in the sense that in most 
societies there are strong norms which limit the harm 
which one individual is free to do to another, and which 
are enforced within the community, either at the level of 
the extended kin group or the local neighborhood. If, 
indeed, domestic violence is more prevalent today in the 
West than in many other societies, it is almost certainly 
because of the extraordinary isolation of the family from 
anchorage in such local level constraints. 

17The police and the courts tend to see it as their duty "to sus
tain the sanctity of marriage" by reconciling a quarreling 
couple and reinforcing the authority of the husband 10 
"chastise" his wife (see particularly Freeman, 1979, 1985; 
Pahl, 1982; Patterson, 1979). The only person a woman in 
this situation may feel able to talk to is her doctor. A 
recent study showed that very few doctors feel able to 
advise them, and that the regular response is a prescription 
for tranquilii.ers. While from the doctor's point of view 
this may be intended to allow the woman to keep going in 
a difficult situation, women tend to see this as further proof 
of their own inadequacy (Borkowski, Murch, & Walker, 
1983; Johnson, 1985). 

18Walker (1979) has suggested that this inability to find a 
way out of the violent situation may be due to what Selig
man has called "learned helplessness" (Seligman, 1976). 
Seligman found that animals who were repeatedly pun
ished in a situation from which they could not escape later 
failed to leave the painful situation when there was nothing 
preventing them. He links the lethargy and maladaptive 
behavior of these animals to the human syndrome of 
depression in a provocative and much cited study. Morgan 
(1982) and Pagelow (1984) make this same association. 

19This suggestion has been made on the basis of case 
material, so it does sometimes happen. However, a recent 
review of studies relevant to the possible intergenerational 
transmission of violence concluded: ''The vast majority of 
woman batterers do not come from homes where they were 
beaten, and the vast majority of men who were beaten as 
children do not beat their wives." (Stark & Flitcraft, 1985) 
Straus et al. concluded from their U.S. national interview 
survey that "the majority of today's violent couples are· 
those who were brought up by parents who were violent to 
each other." (1980) However, serious difficulties have 
been found with this study (Dobash & Dobash, 1979) and 
Stark & Aitcraft point out that the same data shows that 
while a boy who witnessed wife-battering is three times as 
likely to beat his wife now, a current battera is more than. 
twice as likely to have had a non-violent as a violent home 
in childhood. One of the difficulties in assessing the extent 
of modeling of wife-battering from a violent family is the 
lack of longitudinal studies. Such modeling in all proba
bility does occur sometimes. 

21liiinde suggests that this is probably true in all human 
societies (personal communication). However, in many 
tribal societies men must marry and show that they can 
manage and support a household before they can partici
pate in the external politico-jural domain. Here the simple 
male conjugal role is a requirement for valued male ix>liti
cal and economic roles. A man who repeatedly fails to 
keep a wife will experience social as well as personal 
failure (E. Goody, 1973 and fieldnotes; La Fontaine, 1981). 
In other societies the sexual division of labor is so linked 
to marriage that it is not possible to function in adult 
economic roles unless also married. These are cases in 
which for men the conjugal role is a prerequisite to core 
adult male roles: It is not actually being a husband and 
father which is central in itself. In this sense Hinde is 
probably correct. 
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21Re<:ent reviews and analyses of the literature on sex differ
ences (Maccoby, 1966; Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974; Parker 
& Parle.er, 1979) have convincingly argued the basic 
dimorphism characteristics of size, strength, and 
aggression-enhancing hormones. Analyses reaching such 
different conclusions as Sanday (1981) and Divale & 
Harris (1976) agree in seeing males as dominant in hunting 
and warfare in the long period when homosapiens survived 
as hunters and gatherers. The latter conclude that "central 
to the sexual distribution of power is lhe fact lhat almost 
everywhere men monopolize lhe weapons of war u well 
u weapons of lhe hunt" (1976, p. 524). They further argue 
that it is only by assuming the advantage to preindustrial 
societies of rearing the largest number of fierce and aggres
sive warriors that the widespread imbalance in sex ratios in 
favor of males can be explained. 

A very different sort of evidence occurs in the totally dif
ferent way in which homosexuality is structured in men's 
and women's prisons. In men's prisons males challenge 
each other with aggressive demands for homosexual ser
vices. The only possible responses (Toch, 1977) are (a) to 
fight the man who demands sex, (b) to flee and seek pro
tection from the prison guards, (c) to give in and provide 
homosexual services. This leads to a high level of 
violence, a very high level of anxiety about being caught 
and raped (by a single inmate or by several) and 11. situation 
in which every gesture is scanned for sexual and aggres
sive implications. Giving in leads to a crisis of sexual 
identity, and of self-worth and ability to function outside 
the prison. Giving in also leads to being labeled as a 
homosexual which is closely linked to being weak and 
powerless. and so carries the risk of furlher attacks, both 
aggressive and sexual. 

Gialombardo also found a preoccupation with homosexual
ity in women's prisons (1966, 1974). However, there is 
virtually no aggression associated with homosexual solicit
ing in women's prisons. Instead there is an elaborate cul
ture of courtship, marriage ritual, in some prisons there are 
rules for divorce, and kinship systems which include incest 
rules prohibiting sexual relationships between ''brother" 
and "sister," "father" and "daughter," "mother" and "son." 
Incest rules "had" to be invented because of the sexual 
jealousy between women over the same "man." If two 
individuals of opposite prison gender were seen alone 
together, it was likely to be assumed that there was a sex
ual relationship involved. The only way to avoid jealousy 
was to define the relationship in close kinship terms which 
rendered a sexual relationship impossible. 

However, there is clearly tremendous variation among 
members of each sex in their adaptation to biology and the 
cultural institutions which il generates. There is presum
ably variability among both males and females in strength, 
stature, and honnonal levels as with other physiological 
characteristics. Both developmental interactions and social 
norms (cultural, sub.-<:ultural and familial) will differen
tially reinforce aggressive responses on this initially vari
able base. Thus individual men must vary greatly in readi
ness to express aggression and Ibis is further differentiated 
by the response pattern of the spouse. In addition to rhis 
complex individual variation, the relationship between 

external stress -- in work, finances, unemployment, peer 
conflicts, etc. -- and aggressive responses in the conjugal 
relationship need to be understood. 

~e analysis of projective material in boy's and girl's 
stories in a study in northern Ghana showed boys 
significantly more aggressive on measures of exlreme 
aggression, physical aggression and mystical aggression, 
but the girls were higher on measures of verbal aggression. 
(Goody, 1982). Where males are likely to win an open 
fight and it is illegitimate for females to physically con
front males (as in Gonja) verbal aggression may be the 
only safe fonn for females. 
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Ethel, a liule girl of eight or nine when asked, "What do you want 
to be when you grow upr: 

I wanna su if l'mgoNUJ grow up first. I mean, I mighl ,wt livt to 
be grown up. 'Caust I do11'1 know when my lilm is up. I d;)n't 
know when I'm gonNJ du ~t. I never know if l could d~ over
nighl from the bomb or smuthin'. So the day was11't promistd lo 
me. (laughs.) I don't know whal may hapJHII, uh, my lift -rt11't 
promistd to me. 

Studs Terkel, The Good War 

Psychological Stress Responses of 
Palestinian Mothers and Their Children 
in Conditions of Military Occupation 
and Political Violence 

Raija-Leena Punamaki 
Department of Psychology 
University of Helsinki, Finland 

Psychological stress responses were stu
died among 174 Palestinian women and their 
105 children living in the West Bank and the 
Gaza Strip •· territories under Israeli military 
occupation since JW1e 1967. This article 
discusses the impact on children of exposure to 
traumatic events related to military occupation 
as well as the relation between children's 
responses and mother's responses to the situa
tion. The moderating influences of other vari
ables on the relationships between traumatic 
events and children's mental health are reported 
as well. Interviews illustrate the relationship 
between mothers and their children in the par
ticular conditions of military occupation and 
the national struggle against iL Results show 
that exposure to events related to military occu
pation increased both the women's and the 
children's mental health problems. Yet, among 
the Palestinian women studied, traumatic 
experiences related to the military occupation 
tended also to mobilize counter-forces aimed at 
dealing with and managing stress: internal 
locus of control and social-political activity as 
coping modes increased with exposure to mili
tary occupation-related stress. The study partly 
confirmed earlier findings that a mother's men
tal health and behavior in a stress situation 
mediates the impact of traumatic events on a 
child's mental health. Analysis of interviews 
shows that historical and political factors deter
mine a child-mother relationship in conditions 
of political violence. 

Little effort has been devoted to investigating the 
psychological well-being of civilians in contemporary 
military conflicts. Traditionally, psychologists have 
invested great efforts to improve the effectiveness of 
fighting soldiers. The mental health of American sol
diers in Vietnam (Bourne, 1970; Huffman, 1970; 
Keane & Fairbank, 1983; Strange & Brown, 1970) and 
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Israeli soldiers in Lebanon (Dasberg, 1982; Zolomon, 
Mikulincer & Hobfoll, 1986) has been thoroughly stu
died, while the victims of the actions of these soldiers 
have hardly evoked psychologists' interests. 

When facing civilians' suffering in conditions of 
political and armed conflict, the following questions 
emerge: How do experiences of violence, loss, and ter
ror affect children's and women"s psychological func
tioning and mental health? Which psychological 
processes and social factors may help civilian victims 
to protect their psychological well-being when facing 
traumatic experiences? What is the nature of the 
mother-child relationship and the development of the 
child under conditions of constant danger, hostility, 
and insecurity inherent in the lives of politically vic
timized people? This article concentrates on these 
questions. using statistical data and interviews with 
Palestinian women and their children living in the 
Israeli occupied West Bank and the Gaza Strip. 

Psychological studies during World War II point 
to children's resilience under extreme conditions of 
war stress and suggest that the emotional state and 
behavior of mothers are the main mediators between 
children's psychological functioning and traumatic 
experiences (Bender & Frosch, 1942; Despert, 1942; 
Freud & Burlingham. 1942, 1943). Fraser (1977) stu
died psychiatric effects of the Northern Ireland conflict 
on children, and he agrees that the mother's psycholog
ical state is an important influence on the child's well
being in conditions of political violence. He found that 
among children suffering from mental health problems, 
characteristically, one parent was either absent or seri
ously emotionally disturbed. Examining children's 
emotional adjusbnent in conditions of national conflict, 
Israeli researchers have emphasized not only the 
importance of the family functioning as a responsible 
and supportive group, but also the supportive function 
of the whole society (Lifshitz, Berman, Gilad, & Galili, 
1977; Milgram, 1978; Ziv, Krulanski & Schulman, 
1974). 

Only one empirical study was found, however, 
which documented responses of a random sample of 
mothers and children. Bryce and Walker (1986) stu
died Lebanese women and their children after the 1982 
Israeli invasion. They found that the number of trau
matic experiences of a family was related to behavioral 
problems among children but that a mother's depres
siveness was the main determinant of child illness and 
hospitalimtion. 

Protacio-Marcelino (1985) studied stress and 
coping problems of children of political detainees in 
the Philippines. Her study documents deep emotional 
distress among children due to involuntary separation 
from their fathers but also shows a wide repertoire of 
children• s coping devices - including traditional 
psychological defenses and coping modes as well as 
social and political activity. She stresses the fact that 
the problems encountered by the children of political 
prisoners are inextricably tied to political, economic, 
and social realities. Thus, treatment of the children of 
detainees must not be confined only to reinforcing 
internal motivational and emotional factors (subjective 
cognitions) but must also aim to change the political 
and social situation, which means here to call for a 
general amnesty for all political prisoners. 

Information on the impact of the Apartheid pol
icy on South Africans is scanty. Information about the 
detention and torture of thousands of black children 
has reached the public despite heavy censorship regu
lations imposed in South Africa. The Lawyers' Com
mittee for Human Rights (1986) reponed long-term 
psychological problems in 70% of the detained chil
dren. They include anxiety disorders, depression, 
adjustment and behavior disorders, and psychotic 
episodes. Children frequently exhibit acute feelings of 
fear, guilt, isolation, and depression upon their release. 

For this study of Palestinian mothers and chil
dren, stress theory (Lazarus & Launier, 1978) was 
applied to assess the psychological responses of the 
women and their children to political violence. Stress 
theory suggests that exposure to traumas alone is 
hardly ever a sufficient explanation for the onset of 
psychological problems. The way people appraise the 
meaning and harmfulness of stressors encountered (i.e., 
primary appraisal), their appraisal of their own 
resources to cope with stressful events (i.e., secondary 
appraisal), and actual coping modes employed in stress 
situations -- these all function as psychological media-

.. tors between exposure to stress and mental health out
comes (Lazarus, Averill, & Opton, 1974; la7.arus, 
Cohen, Folkman, Kanner, & Schafer, 1980). The 
social mediators of a given stress process may be 
called vulnerability factors and protective factors, 
which tend either to increase or decrease the effect of 
stressors on mental health (Brown & Harris, 1978; 
Rutter, 1983). 
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Benvenisti, 1982; Lesch, 1980; Said/I 976)'. ' • ' • • 1 • • 
• I !~ . ~ .r Id'~ J;;, •. .? : ~ ~: :"' ..' •. I • I•' I'' J • ~ • 

.-, Procedures: • The irislrtmi.int used: to measure : 
stressful life-events consists of 24 items. Seven items 
reptesentihg '~universal~ 'stressors (such as financial 
troubles/ problems in' humar\relationships, and other· 
everyday, 'difficulties)< wire1·'takeri•·'from· 'the -list ·by':' 
Holntes and Rahe '(1967)J The'res(ofthe events·are',. 
chilrac:teristic; ! 'of' military; 'occupation and. national : • 
ccinflict'and· are'called tratimatic1 events' related to mili~; • i 
tary' oct'upation':-;• They were" drawn: 1from ·.·intaviews.; 
with' Palestinians,' news items;' perso'nhl. observations, '·' 
and', earlier' studies : (Kuitab~; :• 1979; , Langer, 1975;·, 
Mettger/Orth, '& Stening,' 1980;: Puriamaki., 1981)> 
They I include' pliysical' violence ( e.g;,' : gun. fights,. con~ ., 
froritationf'with •• soldiers: and· destruction; 'of houses);' : 
experiences\ ofloss (e.g.;'death'in'war; imprisonment,'' 
and'exilelofifamily meinber),•and·acts ofharrassment' 
and :'terro{'..by .. tlie· ;iotcupiers:-'-'ln'1 a,;factbr'analysis .. ; 
applied to all 'stressful· lif e-'everl.ts;• everyday difficulties :, 
and trabmatic ' everits" 'related : td, miiitary occupation ' 
loodci(iri their' own~ ''separate-'Jactors. , • The reliability· •• 
valud for' these'1 scales· were''0'.86 'and ·o.91; tespec) • 
lively. • • • ' ·. >• 

Psychological symptoms, anxiety, and fearful• 
ness were assessed as indicators of a child's mental 

health;,p~blern~_.: .-k~hec~~~ 'of_ ~{'.p~c~l?~~~t: 
symptoms· was drawn· from 1~ screerung tooi 'd~velop¢d'. • • 
by' R.u.tter t Shaffer;: and' _Sbephatd '' (1975Jl ~ '.The( lisrl'' 
includes symptoms· of aggessive~'(e:g:;:ooibmifof-1: 

anger, aggression, and destructiveness), withdrawal 
(e'.g./·extieiiie' ·ahd,.-p~yzirii:fcifu.),·;aepressivtriess, 
and ·:~d 'moods)/atid rietvobsness (<!.g:; :cliffitulties'ili~l 
sleeping; restlessness ~d'problefuiim' corideri"tratloii):·!•; 
Motherd•were'1asked:''.ti,:·'report"the'\:pn;~~en&.tFof'' 
psychological ·-symptoms obseni&l :in;die focal thitd'.tr 
usini :a thiee~pc,int 'scale:'·very:'often t3);'sometimei (i);1r1 

or 'riev~ ((l)'."· The ·cluster of Variables· was:fuunted' ru{ I 

m~s' of :these symptoms:1• ihe ,·retiahiliiy';,ni~~el:u 
meni for ihe cluster' \'.rariable' of alf psyc~ologit:tfsyrrljf:f il 
toms\vas'0.86:·.-·., • ·' :•,'.-'<< is;, ::i-•c:•.'.:,_,,,,:,· ·' ;~.,-,,;,. L1lfl·) 

-.~!·,·.~·;:;>.~-·: 1~: ., ;- 1 ,\ ' {_ ~·· ?; ;:~.~~:;t'. ·~)1~J~~.,~:'.·~•·,: )\·;-i-~ 

•• '·· ,;A shortened. version!'of';Castane&l's :cliildrei-i'sci1 

Fonn of Manifest AnxietfScalei (Castaneda/ McCarid~T1 

less;' & \ Palemio; l 1956) was' used 'to'irteasure'~~iet/l 
among the' children; • On' the'basis ofresultlobiirinedin,1 

the pilot study, only 28 of Castaneda's original 53 
items \r,iere included, arid1Cro~bach's' alpfutvalue for 
the riewi version' was 'low ·af'onlf 70.55: EighHiliins•! 
describing'·positivefeelings wcie 'added foithe-'scale. ·,,,. ,r 

·:~:•/:_.:•~-~··-·~ .:·;··,,11_.>)·::.1!: ~;;:-.-.,.- ~,::: .:,\-~ i.";'.:_:(;:"~fi:. 'k'. ·t::.:iJ~ •. ,~f_;;~:>d 

_;,,:,The' fear'' scale'lised 'airtongCtfie 'ch'ildtetPWils'::, 
made up of the'following:: 1} fears which'ru-e thoiighflfr~, 

0 •• ' •• ' • ' • ' .. ' . , ' ', , ' i ' '1 
be, common ·to· children· in mariy cotiritrie'if and :which· · 
weredrawn from:the:Fear:•suriefSchedi.iie;fc1r::Ctti1Jf., 
dren' of Scherer and1Nakamwa'·(I968); and 2))iears-'-' 
characteristic'' of' the·,. sii.uation ; of national! coti:flict l and';,i 
war.• Two-new feat categ6ries were'·developed:" feat'of<l 
war•'and· conflict (e:g:?gtins· arid ·subrriachin~'J guns~'" 
being iri 'a ·gun' battle, and 'ttie: sound'of jet fighters)' hlidi:;
fear~ : cori~niirig' the'· children's personal ')rid': family r, 
security' (e.g:; father _is taicen"to 'prison-;'-sotdiers'aitiicr? 
home, and something;bad'happens1to'the·faritily).: The·' 
final fear' scale'lhat''\vas ·employed con~i.stcif df 48': 
items.-, The'·retiability 'value-for' the 'entire: feariscale'"' 
was o:92~ · Tlie' children.-'wert' asked' u!, • staie·,.;,,hethet':, 
the)"feared the issue very nioch (4), much'(3):·-a little t 
(2), ornot at all (1). • C • •. ? i 

, ':, .. --The factors 'whicti ·;are ~assumed to~1 prtltoct or 
make • a' child· more ''vulnerable in the face· of traumatic-'-" 
experienres are as· follows:. Scicio-econ()lhic situation' of• 
the' family;. tiappiness-'off amily 'life; and, • sex 'itid ! ~ge :i 
of the 'child. 1'The indicators' of,the s&io-economfo:'1 
status of tlie family were· as' follows:, m'6ther•s· 'evalua~1-, 
lion' of the family's' eooiiomic i sit~atioo· (good, reaioii:! ·~ 
able, bad), mother's'education·and'working status (Le:~'' 
works at home or outside the home as· skille.<fGor'1 
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unskillecl labour), father's profession, size of the fam
ily, and,: residence status of family (i.e., refugee or i 
non-refu~~). ~ppiness of ~~mily ~ife wa_s as.sessed 
by askint ·the rnothef.whether:,h,er;.marriage,was ycry 
happy, sprn~wn}~s happy; someti~es ·unhapl)y,_"or yery. 
unhappy; :," \.•.( ,.. ,, __ ,-_,_, ·:. ! "; '••• • ' '· a• •. , • 

; 

Meru;Uf~s1of th~,.,..omen's,s~s proc~s inclu~: 
a) appraisals of her resources to cope with stress, b j her 
coping ipodes;· and, c) her mental health problyms. 

Cronbach's alpha values. Multiple regression analysis 
'was. used as a method for studying the influence of 
stressful . life-events, vulnerability-protective factors, 
and the mother's,,responses :,to: stress-on.aspecti. of 

19hP:d,rep'~ ,i:t:1,€:n~1•health. The·· relationships··between 
traumatic ~~CI:lts, n;iental health indicators, and possible 

• ."buffering"
1 

;;¥w.i?bles ;'.·r W,(?f.e,i,, ~-~lffi.im1:J,?,~ ~m 
r::cr.~s9~~-•:W•~i5 (chi square) used to' denote'. stapsti-

cal significanse,'. . , 1; - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ j 

The worpaq:S_.appraiW of her foping reso_u,rces ;was t -'.,:": :";i -,._, :· .:· Results r.hh~.rd, ! 
assessed [ by 'focus oFcontrol · and~optimism-pessimism · · ·· -•• - --1 
tendenci~s.r ,'Qie tes~, pf locus,,9f control R_Y Rotter , rJh~ .P~;rchQ;logical responses or children ;and 
(1966) was:pi¥ified,(or the purpose of this study by women 'to exposure to traumatic events. Children's 
adding three items concerning th·e Palestinian issue arid·:, • :psychological ,"dis6rders ;.signifidm.ilffuc~ed-f;,yhen 
three items referring to helplessness. the. amount' of·t,ra'.umatic events:'fri· military btciip~tion 

1 ·:;_;., :.,r. ___ (::. ;-;_ ... T•1
.1·'increased>'·chlldren. whose. families .. faced. a . .high 

11le optimism-pessimism m~urement , was amount of traumatic events suffered more often from 
obtained. by-'. using ilie Rouer·, lncomplete:; Sen~nce severe'a.ggression (X2=9.66, df=2, P=.008), severe;ner-
Blank: (Rotter1& Rafferty, 1950)'on items referring to· ·::~i,.:vousness-(X~=l0.25, df=2, P=.005), and severe tith-
prospec* forlthe future: er , ,' : :-, , ,, •"'.> drawal·· sympto11is' (X2=4.93,:: df=2.,i ,p,;,;_QS)i 1tMh 

1 
tess 

! , traumatized c'hildren. Enuresis, as an example o~ sin-
Coping modes were measured by a modified· ver- r ·gle Symptoms' :was about three times as common 

sion of $e. Rott.er: Inq;,111p\ete_S~n~nq::Jll~, Women __ ..... -~9ng cb~ldr~lJ._ w_itll a. J1igh _ ~m<>unt_. of __ tra~ipatic 
were presented with situations related to military occu--:, :1;;1-experiences-(21 %) as :compared with children·.ha.ving a 
pation ancfnaii.onal struggle, such "as -"When I see· a· - • • 1ow·amourit oftrauiriatic·experiences (8%):· ---•• -· 
house destroyed ... ", "My husband does not return 
home ... ", or "When_ I h_ear that lsr,lClis are attacking 
Palestinian'''ifug~·-•cafups~:." The· responsei. of ,the 
women: were. classified • acco(d4ig. to" the. conception of . 
different 'toping· .[(lodes pr~sed ;by Lazarus:.· (1Q66): ·, t 
aggressi"ve iaction/avoidance'and fot'rea~ 'inaction:.-and , 
passiviJ;Y>send:al··apprehension/and dyfense'mci:han-~•:; 
isms.· .A:1category for social and'political activity' as a • 
coping'• mode 'w~' added; and' was' detemiined on·, the-·., 
basis"of~e w~!rien•s:resp<>nses to'the stress situations '. 
~rited fl the incomplete sentences task.'. • • •• - , • • 

,.,:.,/·.:_,c.·''J n•_;.\', \:f;;: ·"I>:'l~:·:,·: :/_,; ·;,·. :;,:-; ·; ·: 

Finally, the mental health outcomes of the 
mbthei" • were': a.sse$se<i.-by·' m~ .. of· ·tlie;, psycti~mc 
screening;' instrument' of i Gurin; 'Verciff; and Feld 
(1960); whici ~sses' psychosomatic' and emotional • • 
symptoms, in ·addition·to' the Multiple'. Affection· Adjec-· : • 
tive Checking'List 'of Zuckerman arid Lubin-' (1965)/·: 
which assesses • anxiety/ ·depressive; anti hostile feel- ' 
ings. The' 'wom'en ·wete''also' aske,f to evaluate· their ,. 
general health' (good/reasonable, bad). ; ' · '.' , ;; • • -' • 

\l~ 1·i•,;,~•,_-.. ·•~~-•.. i:-•·_ .. : ,.--;~ ~:.:•· ,•1 > .~: .• •.·'. 1,····· 1_ 

: ·' 'Stamtital • Treatment. : The dimensionality of' .: 
the··sum of. the variables ·was checked by means of fac• • -: ' 
tot analysfs. The reliability measurement' was based on •i 
the-item-analysis. developed by Tarkk6nen (1987) ·and ,j 

. Children's ~xiety also increased sign~cantly 2. . ·,. . .. C, • (.' •• ,. --- •• .. •• ·ir···,-- ... ,.r 
(X =13.76; df=2;·P=:.001) wh~n their ·~xposUI"e to tra:u~L 
ma.Lie experiences incteased'. A' third (35 % ) of" the' d\ULH, 
dren' with \i l~w '.itnbun:i ·or traumatic· e~en~' and·85%'·( 
otthe grotip'having'a high run6urii'cif'tiaurii~cle1experi'.i:?
ences:'' showed • strorig • anxiety'.! : Unfike ''.iinxfotf an~" 
psychological disorders, the children's general 'fearful) 1 

ness did not vary according to the amount of traumatic 
experlerice.s reported f(?i''their'faniilies;' Frofu:the dif
ferent. fea(categories; :ottlfdassfoaf phof?ias} ;such ~,; 
fears of darkness, ghosts; 9i-"~u,nder:tx2~'.97;·· lif.b2;£ 
P=.08) increased with the 'greater 'exposure'to traumatic" 
experien_ces_._•' · ·: ·,,._,, "'. 1ct "r",l::-,·:: -.:'•:::·,,. ·,:t1;1tr·,-i; 

: .... \; ~'! ·,~• , ... / ;, ~· ~··: ;.,:• ,._ttj~}"~·.,,·; 

··'"Among' the Palestinian ''women'i;.todAmeniaf' 
h~th proble~s focreased1 when the" f~ily~S ·~xphsurei1 

to traumatic' events· of military. 'occupation· 1in'ciea'.sed~-l 
There • 'were' •• almost • : significiiliC ianations r ioeiweci,Y 
women's anxiety (X2=6.00, df=2. P=.04), depressiofr1 

(X2=6.40, df=2. P=.05), hostility (X2=6.45, df=2, 
P=~03)/and ·the· ~ount '.of fufomatic everi't.(.:: Only hos
tility "tncr~- linearly ~~ordi_ng:'to!t!id, ahfoii~t".ci(l 
tiawnatic"events:'womelekposed ·ura high~~'burtfot 1 
traumatic: evel'lts 'showed : three thri~ (48%r"iis· muchi"l 
severe hostility as the women with'i 1fow: ainourit''of1 



Table 1 

Factors Related to Stress BETA MultipleR R2 F-value 
Maternal depression .62 .62 .39 26.63 
Economic situation of the .30 .70 .48 18.56 

Psychological Disorders family 
Optimism-pessimism of .31 .75 .56 17.10 
mother 

-

Anxiety Sex of the child .34 .34 .12 S:50 

Sex of the child .39 .39 .15 4.12 
Fears Concerning Own Avoidance as mother's .38 .48 .23 6.04 
and Family's Security coping mode 

Religiousness of mother .31 .65 .42 9.12 

Social support .62 .62 .39 26.86 
Religiousness of mother .42 .74 .55 24.71 

Positive Sentiments Mother's locus of control .26 .78 .61 21.09 
in Palestinian issue 
Maternal depression .22 .81 .65 18.18 

Key: All F-values included in the table have the significance of P<.001 

traumatic experiences (15%). The severity and 
amount of psychological symptoms were found to 
increase significantly (X2=9.44, df=2, P=.008), and 
general health to deteriorate· (X2=19 .81, df =4, P= .02) 
with more frequent exposure to military occupation
related experiences. 

Exposure to traumatic events resulting from mili
tary occupation increased mental health problems,. and 
also exercised impact on secondary appraisal and cop
ing modes among the Palestinian women. Exposure to 
traumatic events tende.d to increase total amount of 
perceived internal control (X2=6.51, df=2, P=.05) and, 
of the diff~~nt co~trol. areas, ~cularly control of 
general pohucal s1tuauons (X =5.44, df=2, P=.06). 
Everyday difficulties, in contrast, tended to intensify 
the external locus of control in the women's personal 
lives. 

Exposure to the traumatic events of military 
occupation increased social and political activity 
(X2=6.49, df=2, P=.03) and decreased avoidance and 
retreat (X2=6.17, df=l, P=.01) as a means of coping 
with stress situations. 

These results show that the Palestinian women 
who had a high amount of experiences of violence, 
loss, and terror strongly believed in their resources to 
control their lives, and tended to employ active means 
of coping in order to change and influence the stress 
situation. Everyday difficulties were not capable of 
evoking these resourceful and active responses to 
stress. Yet, there was a direct association between 
exposure to traumatic events and mental health prob
lems among the Palestinian women and their children. 

Determinants of the children's psychological 
disorders, anxiety, fears, and positive sentiments. 
Regression analysis was used to identify the main 
determinants of the children's mental health. Table 1 
shows the results of stepwise multiple regression 
analysis with child's psychological disorders, anxiety, 
security-related fears, and positive sentiments as 
dependent variables. The independent factors in the 
regression were: stressful life.events, vulnuability
protective factors (economic status, social position of 
the family, job status of the mother, social support), the 
mother's psychological responses to stress (locus of 
control, pessimism-optimism, coping modes, 
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psychological symptoms, and emotional distress). and 
the child's sex and age. 

The main predictor of child's psychological 
disorders was maternal depression, which accounted 
for 39% of the variation. Characteristic for a child 
showing frequent psychological disorders (such as 
aggression, withdrawal symptoms, and nervousness) 
was that the mother suffered from depression and 
appraised her life pessimistically, and that the child's 
family was poor. 

Of the selected determinants, only the sex of the 
child was able to explain some (12%) of the variation 
in child anxiety. Girls were more anxious than boys 
among the Palestinian children studied. Happy chil
dren, those frequently expressing positive feelings, 
were ~ whose mothers received sufficient social 
support and were religious. Furthermore, the mothers 
of these children showed internal locus of control on 
the Palestinian issue and were non-0epressive. These 
factors - • all of them related to the child's mother -
were able to explain 65% of the variation of the 
children's positive sentiments. 

Children's fearfulness was accounted for by the 
child's sex and his/her mother's ways of coping with 
stress. Children who expressed intense fears concern
ing their personal and family security were girls whose 
mothers were non-religious and used much avoidance 
and withdrawal in their coping with stress. These fac
tors account for 42% of the variation in the security
related fears. 

When the mother's psychological responses to 
stress were excluded from the regression analysis, the 
amount of traumatic events turned out to be the main 
detenninant of the children's psychological disorders. 
Traumatic events alone explained 24% of the variation 
in the children's psychological disorders. The family's 
economic position and social support were other 
significant determinants of children• s disorders. The 
total prediction power was lower when mother's 
responses as determinants were excluded; the three 
factors were able to explain only 26% of the variation 
of children• s psychological disorders. 

Descriptive analysis of mother-child relation
ship under occupation. Regression analyses confirm 
earlier findings that a mother's mental health and 
behavior are important in affecting her child's psycho
logical well-being in a stress situation. Yet, the context 

in which the child-mother relationship takes place is of 
great importance. Interviews with Palestinian mothers 
suggest that the political and military situation under 
foreign occupation, conflict over the land, intimidation 
by the enemy. forced evictions and expulsions, all 
affect the nature of mother-child relationship. Using 
women's own words, I describe here three phenomena 
found relevant in analysing the relationships between 
mothers and their children who are victims of political 
violence and engaged in a national stroggle for free
dom. 

First, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict has been 
going on for over a generation, disrupting the life of an 
entire nation and uprooting families from their homes 
time and again. Many of the women. especially 
refugees from Palestine during 1948, had been them
selves exposed to major traumatic experiences as chil
dren. The mother-child relationship is largely affected 
by collective and personal memory, in addition to the 
confrontations and harrassment which this population 
is currently subjected to. Below is how a 42-year-old 
mother of seven children told of the destroction of her 
house and about the reactions of her seven-year-old 
boy to the event: 

I was 8-years-old, when we had to leave 
our village in Palestine. I still remember 
the horror I felt, I couldn't understand why 
everyone was running away and why all 
were so speechless with pain. I only 
sensed that something terrible was happen
ing. When the soldiers came last week. 
sunounded the house. and blew up our 
home, the old memories came fresh and so 
real. I felt only horrifying helplessness. 

I find it difficult to admit and to 
tolerate the idea that my son must experi
ence a similar childhood as I. As a 
refugee child you must live with fear. 
insecurity, and humiliation. We all want 
to guarantee our children a better life and 
future. My youngest son is afraid of 
everything, he is unable to stop crying, he 
even cries in his sleep. He is constantly 
repeating: 'Mother, why did they destroy 
our home?' I am not able to explain it to 
him. 

Second, the fact that a mother is forced to act as 
a buffer between traumatic events and the child's 
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weU~being,:in.conditions., of.political :violence often , , 
means:an.additi011al:s1ress to:the:mothers.: .Many of the , 
Palestinian Women(expressed '..despair and; guilt/ when:,:. 
irying·, to fulfill the often· impossible goal ,of protecting. ·,; 
their,, children <',from,,external; dangers.·; A ~5.year-old _. / 
ed~cated w,9man1and:mother-0Cthreetold,how she felt!.,: 
about: having ;her;young; son .takenI to.;the,interrogation . • 
center.·:the son.'.was> accused .of ~ving thtown 'stones<: 
towards: mjlitar:y patrol.near; his play; ground.· ': <. ,. · ,. ','( 1,, 

He is five-years.old. He is a very sensitive .' ·;s;;) 

and quiet child. During the interrogation 
•'.'.•>he ,was ishivering~, His·.face::was 1pale and.;', 
:;;; ·he·:'llookel;l.,:~dyi!,to,,vomiL .. poor·-child. :r, :-::·, :: 
:,:.,[1 What shocked me most; ~as tfutt,I: felt that.:-. f,:: , 
\': :~this1 military,, man ,had; no respect. wh~tso-. • . • ,,,•,,. 
;;:.ever.Aorfme,as'.'li ~uinan being,·or as,a .. ~:•_,.• .. : 

• futmother.r,He(\i.dn't.care about .. my little boy:. ,: ,-. ; .. , 
(i~"c·being:!O,:terrified.;,He·knew; that I;. as ·a\: .:,,,_. 
':.r,1 mother/:-Was, no~,,able;to·express!my true•::'.,~ ... f.'' 
1~'.;ufeelings::·irt fronCofi,him,:because ,l didnlt • -::, :,:i,;; 
r:.r:.,-want :to iterrify ·my,;son more.:,~e took:· ,··· :, .• , 
1,;1(advantage1of1mt' being,under'his conlroL ·, , :-:•i-:·, 
;,,nand,arbitrary,power.~;v,1,·,.-:·1 'A', 1f,•:::. ;) :· .. • ·;11, 

I feel very helpless. I want my chil• 
dren:to·. grow-iip:normally.and:enjoy their· i 

childhood;:;BUt'what. happens under OCCU~i :< .• 

patjon, 1Lcarn10t·ensure,thatI;an1 able,,toJ; 
protec~ ,e:ven, mysoungest-child:.from ,out.•,,, . 
si~·, dangers,' at).d ; :major :1£agedy_.. As an:·,, 
adult.,,~:.his motherl ·Lhave the responsibik> 
ity, toS'guarantee:1him·a,securer'life;,, 'But I':", 
cannot ·prevent: these ~ings from :happen-· .. , 
ing;,· Alreadyras a five-eyear~okUie :is as>! 
affected .by.:oe<;ilpatioil, hardships ,as-I am. 1 

I am very worried about the effects of this 
constant:, violence: .on: his, development I 
also : fe:eL sorry, for,: myselLthat:the ilife of.: 
my,family is out ofmr, control·.L; .i.. ;: ',: : , 

Thirdr the psychological . responses, <>f the.•:Pales
tinians retlect•the :values, ideology ;·and·.concrete; politi
cal aims·: of the: society; under : 91ilitary ,.occupation; In 
conditions!Q~Jo,ei.&11:,occup.at.ioo ,andna,ti,onal::slrUggle 
the impo~t:v:alues-.include 1notbettaying one •s~belief, 
non-coope,ration 1>Y.itb the Of:Cupier,r,and inyolve~ent in 
acts aimw at •nati90aHibetation. {The ex.ample of one 
woman who is 48. years old, lives in a refugee;camp, 
and has three of her twelve children in prison may 
illustrate the,phe,iomena,refeO"ed to: ·:,, ,i>;, k<• ,.. 

, : ·,,-When.my sons. were limprisone.d,· .. _7: aJl of,k,r'. y1_ ;, r1 

them still under twenty•years--old: .-~ :ithtH,fi!L -'.i,l, 

interrogators tried to make them talk, to 
u:·.,:~y ~ir beliefs. !The soldie~ tore; my!il 
·.·: .. clothes ,in',:fronLoL.my.'~-sonst:1?eyes::,ancL:--;i.J1,.:--,;iL 
~,;::humiliatecLthem and me in,many disgust-,X,;~,r ·;,J! 
J. ing ways/, The, soldi~,JticJced and; beat:,;,1iwul,; 
: .. , my,youngest.child in ~nt ofhls1 biothers,·•\:::,~t,(\f► 

,::,,.The;secoµd eldest boy/the.mosHempeta-:f.:it :::rw 
:-: • i, ·mental, .couldn~t. ll,old ; himself-: • He ·:spabA:.rnqqs 

and hit one of the soldiers in the face,•,the•.v ·,:hmii 
one who had tom my clothes. These 

·,.'· incidents'.are,too painful 10:recollecL.ButlO 
;;, .my..sons,did not speak. theyidid not;-Oj)en:r,; f..H!b 
>.,their.mouths. and I closed myeye.qnd felt Li FL ,1 i 
-: >:their. pain inside ,me.~ .1. :know.: thaUrwas t ,~! rn .. , 1: E 

.-: ,ivery: painfuh-{or_ them ·because of;me and 1L ,,1·.:t1b 

: · i· their little:brother;.but thetdid.not:give upi:'ls ,mw 
,,:theirbeliefs;>,, ;:·/r .. ,"i .:::1:·i:'.<,,, '.:C(':•·.v b;,,; ;~1..:xni,? 

p;_-. 1•:J:·1 ~,-··:·_. ~- ... -~l.f? 1 ·+! i?~rn:.-~~:·. !~~···•l(f!:• ;·,'.r.n'.;EJ~, 'i?Dt?l 1.r, 
__ :i:~~:-:· ;· :·:-I~--was; and:(listill ·,ant·-very.·~proudr.of::~.~1;-.:_J. ~ri.J 

:them; l :knew ,that-:theyeinstinctivelyl felt- ~·J:,\:jd 
::-:i: my pridei·and ·morality>' They-·know,thatdi, :.,-1:1·;: 

they can trust me. I know,my,sons,lhaye'r:y;bliib 
brought them up, I have educated them to 

·,,; be' freedom·.fighters.•.,,We .have;a··,commonn 
r:,:d~guage3,We. understand·eachother.even: ,'.·:,lid;; 
. ::·: now-when they.are 'in.prison. (That·is,why) .,:c:Y:J?a 

/> , the h~iliating ,actions:of occupiers: do not 1 ;,·,:O gn.i. 
'.1>,;,work.with.us.~ ... :_v;; :--.. ~··t ;.;-_;(~·-·-:;1::-1-r.r:1~ ~.,.,; .... }/ ;~s·)1i.:l.1 i'~; 

, .·•'.·_·! .:.~: . .-~,:~"i' +~·-,,~ .. ~~\~ ~;i,;•,.~~ ,·:_{;i-~_V·) ~v,d: 1-~f ~C/-t!t:bd;.~w bn6 

This analysis shows statistically what life h~ 
already taught us· in:the· Mid9,le Easc.,TrawnatiC•'war• 
and conflict-related exp¢encescincrease psychological •.:;: 
suffering,and·mental health problems;,and children are1H.: 

especiallr :vulnef?,bJe. to, the man~madef;sti'ess: of;1war;1'.,h 
Yet;.human capacityi to .:deal. W,ith hardships is impres,.:'1'?. 
sive: '. :The: psychologicaLand • .. social·~urces)people !Ji 
are• able to.,mobi~;iin :order to·:cope;;with; political;-:,.-:: 
disasters. might be the. only· way: to, survive" JnterviewSji i? 
with-Palestinian;women.indicated;that,the.psychol9gi,Y;t 
cal;processe&i·,of::healing•,·.the.1traumatic•l1experienc~;,•~I 
drew,. i strength• .from· -poliµcal ,and 1 idoologicah commit':JH1 
menl Nationalistic.,,moti.YatiOn,i;Nas !lpfes_erik.at.i'.all 1.:-; 
stages of the stress process: The meaning and harmful• 
ness,:of ,.an ,event,-asf welhliS) suffi_ciencyrOfr,ooe~ sfbwn 
resources .to ·cope• with islreS$ors wete·:appraised tintth~ 11,: 
wider, social-: and JX)litical context.:oLa:,victimi7.Cd and:f,r> 
struggling nation~ :Fm:thermore,:, the: choice of,coping'0r.! 
modes ,and,'stress reactions ·.were ,jnflµenced! by \the;ol 
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norms and, values.'.. of' the society: In' the • Palestinian • ' 
care.:: the '$oefoty's strµggle'f6r1fr~om encourages'.th¢· 
use' ·or'&:tive;'' social-politica(coppig )ri~es::. T11:e\1se 
of passive .and submissive, coping ··mode's ·are con~' 

d~~~:\/· .. :. './ :::\::·::; :_'i_.::·:::· ::.':: :,_.\ \:/ ·,i:_., '/'-· 
'. \ ·,· ,,: •' ! ~ ,·~ 

. __ S,eli~'s hypoi}i~sis {1?75). f.hat exposure to _ 
S~<?1;~ }~ci,sjf~elP,~essq~~ (e~~~d~11s' qf,:~pr{' :-: 
trol) and increases a tendency toward inactive coping_ 
respo~. was . not, confirmed .in thl$. _study_ of Pales~· _ 
tinlaitwoihe'1/i~~~-' sh-~~rs'."~-~ re1ated. w: .oiit~ -•I 

occ11p1,1tiori· and· national_ struggle. - R,.ather the. opposite, 
was true: Even if exposure to traumatic;events of mili
tary1~upatj_o.ll, }lad,a ~eg.t4-v.e:-,effecto~_ )Y{)Jl\ert'.~ and_. 
children'.s -mental;_ health,,: .these-. same_. experiences. 
tended to mobilize "counter-forces"· -aimed: at dealing 
with, an4 m~aging s.tte!iS:-InterPal \QCus 9f control and,, • -
socio-political activity as coping modes were most fi:~ 
qu~i-,ain~g,\worn..en suffetj.ng,,m9~~ from; v_io,e'1~,: 
loss;_and tenur.inherent in theit,-nation'sJife •. - ,! ,,,_., _, 

Many women 'interviewed • expressed ·, these 
dynamics between.exposure'ito traumatic evertts, inter~. 
nal locus of control,·and active'rriearis,of coping; but 
one. was especially,succinct , 1 _, _ , , ,.-,,_ ,, ·, ': . ·_c.· 1a ,;::; 

When ( am;:;kriocked "'down·, 'l grow··, ' --• 
stronger; -.-What other choice· do the Pales- • ·: •, ·-· , --, r 

•• ,: 'tinians have' than ·10· stan~ ~ :and struggle 
'for" theid'reedom .. /nii{more I ·suffer, the ,.: '. .' 
firmerY stand l I belieY:e"thai deep in their·. -: ; .: : 
'souls thi:t&cupiers sens({oiir strength arid: 

'., \that •is'· why'lhey 'taice· rt:iQre:·ttuel rrieans_ 
against us, they are afraid of our spirit.. • , 

((Ir~~\.;• •••( ./ ,'.:'1j•:<; I ••• •• ,:,c• ••,' ;,'\:~:•,.•,~--••/ a,~ .. 

:;':.i' Tlii~: ~i~~)? ~~#rn1s the eai~i:ei-' ~riding~ <~~t th;_ 
emotional state of the mother_ media_tes _ between _-the. 
chi,l~en',s psychologicaj.. functiqnil:tg and the tr~ri- __ 
e~~;·or~~atic,-everi~; qassic.µ, pronQUOC(;J;Dflll.S. 
that "mother functions as a buffer, between traumas of 
war and child's well-being" assumes new dimensions 
when it is realized that it leads to an additional stress 
on the mother. The 'treitd'0 to,. concentrate on the 
mother's significance as the •main 'determinant of their 
children's well-being; ·distorts our uriderstailding of the 
psychological p~sses _ which are characte:ristic of a • 
populaticxi:·ex~'::'1-•·tt?.''po!jp~~ 'iioienc~.,\ the inter
views with Palestmian women and. childreri indicated 
that the women's success in~eutining th~ir p~ychologi
cal integtj~y Js .. ~late4 tQ th,~µ'.,political and ideological 
commitment to • the national struggle. We may thus 
assume that in case the source of stress is political and 

national .in· itS nature/'ideological deterinination, to :;H 

struggle • against·_' national. -h~dship~ . :~ther : tlt'an -·• pei'J, 
sonality, mental health,. cir other' 'individua(~•ciet&> 
minants explain ihe resilience of civilians) -:, · :1 ,~;," ,-,· d-t 

~i' "', ~-ti·-. ::";;: ·'-,:~· .. • , ~•:-':.-~'.:-.{~ ,;,;;'.,:·'.·,,:,,-1 t'j ;;:: \; '{_ ... \·-~ 

Note , ···;'"'._ :),,-· _{_ '. __ r . .-1·~-:.·~~--~\ ··+_i~~;.t,~~•-P:,,h\ 

Tlili; research w!IS)iuppo~ by ,a gr~t fro~ 'tli~ Cturt~il· fc',[;A 
S<,c'ial 'Scien~~ .o( ~e_:~~de~yjff ~~11p(~~·~dt~:; 
pere Peace Research Insutute. 'I am deeply-gratefulto'all • 
the Palestinian.families. for their cooperation and hospilal-:.,)l 
ity during the field work.· MyJnterviewers; ,Buma Aby~J 
Swa)'., _ Risal~_ .~IJoJl!ali, ,and,. '[~esa_ ~aJ,e~" 4~ef'l'e !11-Y __ .. 1 thanks for theµ:co*ageovs .. an~ tirel~ss\vork.:. '-'. _', ·' :~•,;:-·-' 
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Conversation in a Kindergarten: 

Teacher: / think I'm better off S41UChing for it, 
Andy. 

Wally: You're bttleroffwishing. The11youdon't 
ha11, lo search. 1/YOll mak, a wish, do11' I search. 
Wait for the fairy to do il. 

Villlan Gussin Paley, Wally'sStoriu 
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The academic and occupational achievement of 
Asian immigrants to the U.S. has been much noted in 
recent years (e.g., Bell, 1985). One striking manifesta
tion of this success has been the percentage of Harvard 
students who are Asian, a figure cw-rently approaching 
10%. In a comparative literature review, Vernon 
(1982) concludes that the most defensible explanation 
of Asian-American achievement centers on family 
structure and value systems. It therefore seems 
appropriate to study the home backgrounds of success
ful Asian-American students in an attempt to formulate 
testable hypotheses about the socialization of exem
plary school achievement 

Roots or the Math Gap 

One compelling reason to ~tudy the inftuence of 
Asian culture on e.ducational development is the com
monly observe.d tendency of Asians and Asian
Americans to do particularly well in mathematics 
learning. Stevenson, Lee & Stigler (1985) have shown 
in careful cross-national comparisons that the children 
of Japan and Taiwan surpass American children in 
mathematics achievement as e.arly as the first grade and 
leave American children even further behind by fifth 
grade. There is ample documentation in Vernon 
(1982) and elsewhere that Asian-Americans excel in 
mathematics. This achievement profile is quite 
interesting in light of the aversion many American stu
dents develop to mathematical and technical subjects, 
an aversion so well-known that Americans have 
invented the expression "math anxiety" to describe it. 
If • we could identify particular childrearing and/or 
pedagogical practices in Asian cultures which promote 
resistance to math anxiety, or actually create a prefer
ence for mathematical material, then the practical 
benefits for our technological society might be substan
tial. 

There are several reasons to be optimistic about 
identifying such cultural differences in socialization. 
First, research (Ginsburg & Russell, 1982; Song & 
Ginsburg, in press) has established that there are no 
major differences between black, white, and Asian 
preschoolers and kindergarteners with respect to infor
mal mathematical competencies. Similarly, Stevenson 
et al. (1986) find no evidence to support the notion that 
Asian schoolchildren have any basic advantage in cog
nitive aptitude that would explain their superior 
achievement scores. 

If superiority in cognitive aptitude cannot 
explain Asian Americans' high levels of achievement, 
then it seems natural to examine the role of motivation, 
attributions of the source of success, and other factors 
that may be inftuenced by parental childrearing prac
tices and values.-that is, by Asian American "academic 
socialization." 

The informal positive evidence for such family
based academic socialization is fairly abundant (see 
Vernon, 1982, and Kitano, 1984). The role of attribu
tional styles in achievement is becoming a central facet 
of such socialization studies. Stevenson et al. (1985) 
and Holloway, Kashiwagi, Hess, & Azuma, (1986) 
show that Asian parents believe more strongly than 
Americans that effort, rather than fixed differences in 
ability, is the most important factor in accounting for 
learning outcomes. Asian parents are also more likely 
than Americans to be dissatisfied with their children's 
current performance. And Hess and his associates 
(Hess, Azuma, Kasbiwagi, Dickson, Nagano, Hollo
way, Miyake, Price, Hatano & McDevitt, 1986; Hess, 
Chih-Mei & McDevitt, ms.) show that Japanese, main
land Chinese and Chinese-American children share 
their parents' bias in favor of effort attributions for 
educational achievement However, except for the 
very last result mentioned, these cross-national com
parisons are difficult to interpret because of the multi-. 
pie, confounded differences between Asian and Ameri
can educational systems. The experience of Asian and 
American children in American schools, on the other 
hand, seems like a natural laboratory in which to iso
late the role family socialization differences pJay in the 
adaptation of students to the context of American 
schooling. The case studies below of successful 
Asian-American college students raise issues that can 
be pursued in direct studies of school-age children. 
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The Study 

We conducted 90 minute structured interviews 
with 15 Asian-American students. These were either 
Harvard undergraduates or secondary school summer 
students: they volunteered and were paid $6. The sam
ple contained roughly equal numbers of Chinese, 
Japanese and Korean youth. All were children of 
immigrants, but some were born in the U.S. and others 
were not. With two exceptions, the parents' schooling 
level in Asia and their occupational level in the U. S. 
were both relatively high; a number of parents came 
here on scholarship. It will obviously be essential for 
future research to analyre the influence of class on 
Asian-American socialization and distinguish various 
waves of immigration. Nevertheless, the tendency of 
interviewees to report how widespread their experi
ences were in the Asian communities, and the consid
erable proportion of families with multiple high achi
evers, makes it plausible that ethnic cultural socializa
tion per se was being studied. 

The interviews began with an open-ended 
request for salient autobiographical memories about 
learning and then continued with approximately 30 
questions covering a range of issues. These included 
assessment of parental instructional styles, parental 
attitudes and practices in childrearing, family involve
ment in the child's perception of school demands in the 
early years and, finally, self-assessment of the 
interviewee's current responses to academic chal
lenges. A table of potentially significant persons, set
tings and subject matters associated with learning was 
provided to cue episodic retrieval. 

Results 

While the families showed much individuality, 
our analysis-- essentially an informal induction of com
mon experiences-- suggests that it is possible to 
abstract prototypical tendencies in childrearing. By 
distinguishing factors which seem variable from-those 
which characterize the upbringing of a large percen
tage (and occasionally all) of the sample, we hope to 
generate new hypotheses but of course do not offer 
definitive conclusions. 

Cognitive scaffolding vs. academic-
socialization. The first question the interview protocols 
can address is whether parental influences always 
depends on the kind of sensitive tutoring interaction or 
"scaffolding" described by neo-Vygotskians (Rogoff, 

1985), or whether the only indispensable parental 
influence is a more general valuation of learning and 
sharpening of attitudes relevant to learning. In our 
sample, the lauer seems more likely given the variabil
ity in tutoring style which we encountered among three 
dimensions. First, parents varied in the extent to which 
they had the time and/or skill to tutor. Second, the 
sample was divided on whether they considered a 
parent a patient tutor or rather an impatient and 
undesirable one. And third, a tendency identified by 
Hatano (unpublished) for Asian parents to emphasire 
rote efficiency over insight or creativity in learning is 
inconsistently represented in these reports. Some 
parents never wanted their children to ask "Why?", yet 
others emphasized creativity deliberately--for example, 
by covering walls with writing paper. Kitano (1984) 
reviews research on mother-preschooler interaction 
which also finds some diversity in Asian-American 
tutoring styles. While more research should certainly 
be done, researchers should be open to the possibility 
that the detailed microstructure of parent-child cogni
tive interaction is not crucial to academic socialimtion 
(which is not to say that it is unimportant for curricu
lum design, computer-aided instruction, etc.) 

Committment to education. The more unifonn 
factor noted in the home environments was what might 
be called a "synergy" between close family feelings 
and parentally instilled respect for education. Often 
guilt about parental sacrifices seemed to be the social
izing instrument which transmits educational achieve
ment striving from parent to child. The most direct 
index of the strong family structure is the absence of a 
single divorce in the whole sample. Two other curious 
things can be taken as direct indices: First, these 
Asian-American parents tend not to use babysitters 
and, secondly, they often do not give their children 
freely spendable allowances. Both choices seem to 
reflect a, desire to play a direct oversight role in their 
children's activities. Also, parents would often have 
the children present at gatherings. However, we failed 
to find any evidence that they tried to involve children 
in adult conversation to stimulate cognitive advances. 

The emphasis on educational study as the princi
pal obligation of the child was equally pervasive; It 
seemed to represent a mixture of desire for economic 
advancement, traditional reverence for scholars, and 
some degree of threat that mediocrity would lead to 
dire economic insecurity. The extent to which some 
interviewees' entire community would harp on the 
importance of getting into a good college could be 
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comical. Yet, contrary to some stereotypes, parents 
were not unifonnty negative about sports in this sam
ple. The important thing is that academics always had 
to take priority. 

The reciprocity of parents showing love by pro
viding the best possible opportunities for learning and 
children returning love by doing their best in school 
was quite rich and explicit The children were told that 
any investment in tutors, books, music lessons, summer 
schools, etc., was worthwhile, and they often clearly 
specify these things in tenns of stretched budgets and 
long parental working hours. At the furthest extreme 
was the prevalence of family moves to relocate to 
better school systems. Indeed, many cited enhanced 
educational opportunities as the reason parents emi
grated to the U.S. in the first place. Some parents who 
cannot leave the homeland even send children over 
with caretakers. Finally, an interesting comment made 
by one Harvard student suggested that mothers in 
Boston• s Chinatown often cite the need to help their 
children with learning as one reason to withdraw from 
the labor force if the family can afford it Kitano 
(1984) likewise mentions that a sample of Chinese
American mothers considered fonnal teaching of 
preschoolers a more important part of the maternal role 
than , did other mothers and the fonner requested 
notifi~tion of kindergarten learning problems more 
commonly than did the latter. Clearly, there are a great 
variety of ways that parents can underscore the impor
tance of the child's education. and parental willingness 
to further it 

An eff ortful excellence. Even though education 
was highly valued, the motivational regimen that 
worked so well for these interviewees was based not on 
large extrinsic rewards, but on high expectancies and 
socialii.ation of effortful perseverance. Parents held 
uniformly high expectations for achievements: Good 
rather than excellent, A- rather than A and so on were 
often greeted with a non-punitive but insistent demand 
that the child had the ability to do better. If a child 
eventually proved to have no talent for, say the piano, 
the parents might allow the activity to lapse. But it was 
clear that most of our Asian-American interviewees 
had internalized the same bias toward effort attribu
tions Hess et. al (1986) identified in Japan and Steven
son et al. found in Japan and Taiwan (1985). And this 
belief that "There's nothing you can't handle if you try 
hard enough" was put in the service of parental expec
tations. 

At the same time, the great majority received 
only muted, sparing praise, and only a few ever 
received material rewards for good grades. An alter
nate, and apparently pervasive, motivating technique 
was nonridiculing comparison of the child's perfor
mance with exemplary models. One manifestation of 
this is that the ethnic newspapers seem to devote much 
more space to stories about high achieving students 
than would seem usual. And parents frequently point 
these stories out to their children. Secondly, the child 
was often told how other children were doing academi
cally. This seems simultaneously to provide role 
models and competitive stimulation. 

Activity supervision. The major factor which 
may actualize the achievement potential of the preced
ing motivational pattern is the strict control of after
school time most parents exerted. This control varie.d 
from simply making sure homework was done to per
mitting no more than one afternoon a week to play with 
friends. Even if a child just came back to the parents' 
grocery store after school, the point is that he or she 
was watched over in the grocery. Many parents 
assisted with homework difficulties, while those less 
prepared to do so because of linguistic or educational 
deficits certainly inquired about the child's progress. 
In some cases tutoring by siblings supplemented the 
parental contribution. 

The theme of control of after-school time was 
well elaborated. On the one hand, there was an 
emphasis on scheduling library trips, music lessons, 
etc. On the other hand, there was a slight tendency to 
discourage unlimited play and a strong tendency to 
regulate both the quantity and quality of television 
viewing. A relative, and possibly more troubling, 
phenomenon are the reports from a couple of inter
viewees that they had few friends in grade school and 
that this led them to engage in solitary learning. Some 
parents seemed actually to abet this isolation, for 
instance by discouraging the child from inviting any
one home. 

The typical parental reaction to a school 
difficulty tended to be an exaggeration of, and hence a 
good summary of, the tripartite pattern we have 
presented up to this poinL They 1) provided additional 
remedial resources such as workbooks and tutoring 
drill, 2) elicited greater effort and 3) constrained out
side activities. Perhaps none of this is very surprising, 
but what may prove to be unusual is the consistency of 
parental concern. 
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Cognitive enrichment. One reason school 
problems might not arise in the first place, though, was 
the prevalence of accelerated exposure to the basic 
school curriculum. Prior to and outside of school, 
many parents taught their children basic mathematics 
through diverse activities such as counting pennies, 
memorizing the Chinese multiplication table, or solv
ing geometry problems in the car. For some children, 
there was a strong emphasis on overlearning critical 
lessons so that they would not have to be learned more 
than once. In reading, where parents' language handi
caps were often a factor, some ingenious learning stra
tegies were devised, including having a young child 
define words for a Chinese grandmother, copying 
English text, explaining text to a mother, and doing 
weekly composition assignments outside school. 

An equally surprising departure from the norm 
was the several instances where the child attended 
summer school for acceleration-mostly early in high 
school but in one case in grade school as well. Com
bining this practice with the tendency to schedule 
learning time after the school day leads one to observe 
a possible parallel between the mandated longer school 
year and longer school day in some Asian counlries 
(see Stevenson et al., 1985) and the apparent de facto 
duplication of these requirements for some of our inter
viewees. 

Adaptive classroom attitudes. This accelerated 
passage through the private world of cognitive skill 
was facilitated by several loosely related attitudes that 
helped define the relation of the child to the external 
society. First, while some students sensed that their 
minority status required them to do better than average 
to obtain the same rewards, this was not pervasive. It 
is more important to observe the relative absence of 
feelings that the school threatened the student's cul
tural identity. This kind of threat is a major problem 
for American blacks, according to Ogbu (1983). 

Secondly, upon reaching school age the child 
must accommodate to a new socializing agent, the 
teacher. And the uniform report of our sample is that a 
relatively unquestioning respect for teachers was incul
cated at home. This was true even in cases where 
direct parent involvement in school was minimal 
because of language problems. One interviewee 
remarked that the disorders in her American classroom 
were a vivid contrast to the quiet discipline of her 
Saturday Japanese language class. Another inter
viewee said her mother insisted that she take small 

gifts to the teacher. And a third even reported that 
when once she swore at her mother, the response was, 
"I hope you don't talk that way to your teacher." 

A third possible form of attitude socialization 
that promotes school adjustment is the reported strong 
discouragement that Asian children receive about 
fighting. Some children were instructed to deal with 
harassment by ignoring it and inducing the other per
son to lose interest. It is well known that some non
Western cultures put a greater emphasis on self-control 
of aggression than Americans do {see, for example, 
Lebra, 1976). It may be significant that a bias toward 
non-confrontational responses, seem to co-occur with 
high respect for learning among Jews immigrating 
from Europe to Israel as well. Just as the economist 
Thomas Sowell has observed that both Asian
Americans and American Jews shunned political 
conflict in favor of entrepreneurial activity (Sowell, 
1981), one might conjecture that in the microcosm of 
school society the child is encouraged to do about the 
same- i.e., to avoid conflicts that reduce concentration 
on academic work. 

Prioritizing education. A final way in which 
many Asian parents shape the child's intercourse with 
the external world was the absence of any pressure to 
contribute to either daily household chores or 
economic livelihood unless doing so was essential. As 
one interviewee put it, "Studying could get you out of 
99% of anything." Clearly, by not demanding such 
contributions, the parents simultaneously made more 
study time available, provided an incentive to study, 
and increased the sense of obligation to the parent. A 
striking extension of this behavior is the many cases 
where parents discouraged any part-time work in high 
school and college--even to the point of absorbing the 
cost of that part of college financial aid involving a job. 
The same underlying concern for uninterrupted studies 
underlies the resistance some parents have to the 
increasingly common idea that a few years of work 
should intervene between college and graduate school. 
The effects of these influences may be to alter crucially 
the students' perception of how to manage time in pur
suit of educational goals. 

Low verbal interaction. There was also a 
rather unexpected discovery when a question was 
asked about the kind of conversational topics the fam
ily tended to discuss. This query led to several state
ments that the family was very quiet and did not talk 
much at all around the dinner table or anywhere else. 
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If one combines this unexplained report of low verbal 
activity in any language with the deemphasizing of 
social skills, one sees how the low representation of 
Asians-American in, say, law, compared to science and 
medicine, might be a byproduct of socialization. In an 
article critical of the "model minority myth," Suzuki 
(1980) argues that lower verbal skills and general taci
turn demeanor of Asian-Americans is partially a defen
sive reaction to racial ostracism. But if a deemphasis 
on verbal expression is present in family interaction 
from an early age, the socialization factor is likely to 
be more critical. Certainly, there is a strong emphasis 
on non-vernal communication in Japanese culture 
(Lebra, 1976). 

Seeing as others see us. At the end of the inter
view, the students were asked to speculate alx>ut how 
they might have been different had they grown up in a 
white majority family. In many respects they see 
majority upbringing as the inverse of their own. That 
is, they believe they would have had parents who gave 
them more freedom, but possibly cared less about their 
welfare, and that they would have had a less positive 
image of academic achievement and less willingness to 
work hard, but more developed social skills. Yet the 
difference between the experience of Asian-Americans 
and the rest of us should not be exaggerated because 
they reported many of the same concerns about lazi
ness, procrastination, daydreaming, study anxiety and 
cramming that everyone has felt 

Theoretical Discussion 

We believe that our inquiry lends support to two 
recent theoretical trends in explanations of school 
achievement. The first of these is the use of the con
cept of learned helplessness to account for long term 
motivational problems of students (Dweck, 1984; 
Kuhl, 1985). The second is the increasing conviction 
that spe.cific aspects of home socialization can exert a 
positive effect on school adjustment irrespective of 
class or race (White, 1982; Entwisle & Hayduk, 1982). 
Future studies of Asian-American school achievement 
may be an ideal way of examining the validity of these 
theoretical positions in ecologically valid settings. 

The helplessness hypothesis. Learned helpless
ness is a psychological state in which repeated failure 
to control the outcome of one situation induces a carry
over of passivity and a depressed level of performance 
to a new situation. Carol Dweck ( e.g., Dweck, 1984) 
has shown that children differ in the readiness in which 

they succumb to helplessness on experimental learning 
tasks. A prominent explanation of the cause of learned 
helplessness is an attributional bias to explain failure as 
due to global, stable, and uncontrolled causes (Fincham 
& Cain, in press). In particular, Dweck finds that a 
bias to attribute inequality in academic performance to 
difference in relatively fixed abilities, instead of to the 
variable and controllable factor of effort, is a good 
predictor of susceptibility to helplessness after failure 
(Diener & Dweck, 1978; Dweck, 1984). 

In Germany, Kuhl (e.g., 1985) has shown paral
lel results indicating that a self-reported tendency to 
perseverate on thoughts of previous failure experience 
is an equally strong predictor of experimentally
induced helplessness. The research programs of Kuhl 
and Dweck seem to dovetail neatly. At the same time 
that Dweck has found that the helplessness prone chil
dren, classified by ability bias in attribution, exhibit 
task-irrelevant, self-conscious and pessimistic thoughts 
during post-failure problem solving, Kuhl has shown 
that performance deterioration can be blocked if 
irrelevant failure cognitions are experimentally 
suppressed or if the sting of prior failure is explained 
away well in advance. Kuhl (1985) has convincingly 
argued that it is not an expectation of the likelihood of 
renewed failure which explains learned helplessness, 
but rather the inability to screen out interfering 
thoughts which prevent initially hopeful expectations 
from being realized. 

We believe that some of the socialization pat
terns identified in this paper could be associated with 
an acquired resistance to academic learned helpless
ness. If the conditions which induce helplessness are 
more often found in mathematical and technical areas 
of instruction, where the helplessness state has been 
labeled "math anxiety," the anomaly of more 
widespread comfort with these subject matters among 
Asian-Americans would naturally follow. Dweck 
(1984) has given several possible reasons why learned 
helplessness may be more common in mathematics. 
And it does seem natural that some of the socialization 
themes we have identified---high value of learning con
veyed through mutual sacrifices, high expectations• 
with muted praise, salience of peer models, and incul
cation of an effort bias in attributions for academic 
outcomes--would create the "mastery orientation" 
(Dweck, 1984) or ''action orientation" (Kuhl, 1985) 
which are hypothesized personality mediators of resis
tance to helplessness. Our future research will try to 
substantiate this causal chain beyond the simple 
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demonstration of Asian differences in attributions 
shown by Hess and Stevenson (Hess, et al., 1986; 
Stevenson, et al., 1985). 

The answer is at home. One of our infonnants 
said he came to feel that, even if teaching in school is 
sometimes awful, "the answer's at home some place." 
The factors reviewed in relation to helplessness, cou
pled with the other factors we have identified including 
time supervision, enrichment, socialization of respect 
for teachers, avoidance of conflict and deemphasis of 
nonacademic responsibilities, fonn a strong constella
tion of hypotheses which situate part of the "answer" to 
early school achievement at home. 

Moreover, our findings are consistent with an 
identifiable trend back to optimism about home 
influences on cognitive development. Karl White's 
scrupulous meta-analysis of studies claiming a relation
ship between socioeconomic status (SES) and 
academic achievement (White, 1982), has produced 
two major .findings. First, the magnitude of the correla
tion between achievement and family SES as tradition
ally defined--through income, education and/or occu
pation of parents--and achievement depends crucially 
on the unit of analysis. If, as is often done, the mean 
SES and achievement of schools is used to compute a 
correlation, it is .73. But if it is more appropriately cal
culated student by student, it is only .22. Secondly, if 
studies which misleadingly define characteristics of 
home environment as SES are eliminated from con
sideration, the correlation of family home atmosphere 
with individual student achievement is .55. The five 
most frequent variables used to operationalize home 
atmosphere were family's attitude toward education, 
reading materials in the home, family stability, aspira
tions of parents for the child, and amount of cultural 
activities in which the family participates. 

Additional support for the influence of home 
rearing conditions on school achievement comes from 
a path analysis of early school achievement by Entwi
sle and Hayduk (1982). After analyzing relationships 
between parent expectancies, child expectancies and 
obtained marks in reading and math, from first through 
third grades, they conclude, 

With IQ controlled, children of parents 
with high expectations do better than chil
dren of parents with low expectations, and 
this is not a consequence of parent expec
tation acting upon child expectation ... .lt 

seems likely that parents promote specific 
achievement-related activities rather than 
just provide an overall positive atmlr 
sphere. 

A controlled comparison of ethnic differences in 
socialization, particularly with close attention to vary
ing outcomes among subgroups or atypical individuals, 
may be a tool for doing the difficult job of examining 
the causal status of these home atmosphere variables. 
Naturally, one should be alert to the possible negative 
side of any particular socialization practice. For exam
ple, one informant believed that there is a subgroup of 
Asian-American students that becomes alienated from 
the motivational patterns described and exhibit poor 
educational performance. The issue of whether 
creativity is sufficiently encouraged in these rearing 
environments is also commonly raised. Nevertheless, 
the basic fact of high Asian and Asian-American 
mathematics achievement, based on nonnal curriculum 
materials, leads one to ask whether all our research 
eggs should be put in the basket of instructional cogni
tive science. There may be motivational and cognitive 
style influences at home which will appreciably 
moderate how much our best instructional strategies 
will mauer. 

Note 

Portions of this paper were presented at the me.eting of the 
American Educational Research Association, Spring 1986. 
The research was partially supported by the Spencer Foun
dation, to which we express our appreciation. 
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A New Series of Papers in Pragmatics 

A new series of papers in pragmatics will be 
published by the International Pragmatics Association 
(IPRA). The following will appear in the first issue as 
the editors' answer to Lhe question: "What's pragmat
ics?" 

[W]e think of pragmatics as the study of the 
interaction between communicative codes and 
the contexts of their use. Among the communi
cative codes available for analysis, language is 
certainly the one that has historically received 
more attention than any other existing code ... 
However, we would like to encourage students 
of other semiotic systems to consider our series 
as a ... forum for ... ideas on the many ways in 
which communicative conventions are used and 
sustained by human actors to inform each other 
as well as to affect each other's lives. Pragmat
ics is for us an open-ended field where com
municative conventions and behaviors are stu
died as part of the continuous attempt by our 
species to affect the surrounding environment, 
ourselves included. This committment to the 
study of uses and effects of communication 
must include an attempt to understand not only 
the logic of communication but its social and 
ethical aspects as well. Ultimately, the study of 
the ways in which communicative codes and 
modes affect (or fail to affect) our social and 
psychological world should provide us with 
some intellectual and material tools for how to 
improve such a world... [We encourage 
researchers from diverse backgrounds] in a 
genuine attempt at understanding the work 
done by words and other mediating tools 
developed by humans through history and evo
lution. We hope that the interface among dif. 
ferent fields and research traditions will help us 
build the field of pragmatics as an arena where 
traditional bureaucratic and institutional dis
tinctions ( e.g., theoretical vs. applied) may be 
overcome in the interest of responsible science. 

The editors plan to publish several issues per 
year. More information can be obtained from, and 
manuscripts can be submitted to the editors: 

Alessandro Duranti 
Pitz.er College 
Claremont Colleges 
Claremont, CA 91711 
USA 

Bambi B. Schieffelin 
DepL of Anthropology 
New York University 
25 Waverly Place 
New York, NY 10003 
USA 
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